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A spirited and revealing memoir by the most celebrated editor of his timeAfter editing The
Columbia Review, staging plays at Cambridge, and a stint in the greeting-card department of
Macy's, Robert Gottlieb stumbled into a job at Simon and Schuster. By the time he left to run
Alfred A. Knopf a dozen years later, he was the editor in chief, having discovered and edited
Catch-22 and The American Way of Death, among other bestsellers. At Knopf, Gottlieb edited
an astonishing list of authors, including Toni Morrison, John Cheever, Doris Lessing, John le
Carré, Michael Crichton, Lauren Bacall, Katharine Graham, Robert Caro, Nora Ephron, and Bill
Clinton--not to mention Bruno Bettelheim and Miss Piggy. In Avid Reader, Gottlieb writes with wit
and candor about succeeding William Shawn as the editor of The New Yorker, and the
challenges and satisfactions of running America's preeminent magazine. Sixty years after joining
Simon and Schuster, Gottlieb is still at it--editing, anthologizing, and, to his surprise, writing.But
this account of a life founded upon reading is about more than the arc of a singular career--one
that also includes a lifelong involvement with the world of dance. It's about transcendent
friendships and collaborations, "elective affinities" and family, psychoanalysis and Bakelite
purses, the alchemical relationship between writer and editor, the glory days of publishing, and--
always--the sheer exhilaration of work.Photograph of Bob Gottlieb © by Jill Krementz

“[Stewart’s] insights are illuminating . . . He weaves vivid, sometimes poignant details throughout
the grand sweep of historical events. He brings early history alive in a way that offers today's
readers perspective.” ― Christian Science Monitor“Stewart has a knack for offering telling details
that humanize historical figures . . . Madison’s Gift is a fascinating look at how unfinished the
nation was in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, and how one unlikely figure managed to
help guide it from a precarious confederation of reluctant states to a self-governing republic that
has prospered for more than two centuries.” ― Richmond Times-Dispatch“Stewart is an
acknowledged master of narrative history. He can explain a political crisis or an ideological
debate with perfect clarity and exactly the sense of urgency required to capture and hold the
reader’s attention.” ― The Washington Post“A fond portrait of the mild-mannered Virginian and
implacable advocate for the young American government. . . . Historian and novelist Stewart
offers a pertinent lesson on Madison's ability to forge working bonds with other founding
members of the new American government, even if they did not always see eye to eye. . . .
Stewart's lively character sketches employ sprightly prose and impeccable research.” ― Kirkus
ReviewsStewart examines [Madison] from a fresh angle . . . [he] illuminates much about the
history-making relationships among these celebrated figures that in other books might remain
obscured. Readers of history are in good hands with this dependable guide, which approaches
its subject with a smooth, easy going style. ― Publishers Weekly“A sparkling, well-written work



that tells a balanced story of a man who worked diligently with his contemporaries for the greater
good. . . . Madison is a hero for our times, and David O. Stewart nimbly re-introduces us to him.”
― Washington Independent Review of Books“This eminently readable work is recommended for
lay readers and should be considered alongside Lynne Cheney’s James Madison.” ― Library
Journal“This is a well-done effort to provide a different perspective on Madison’s career.” ―
Booklist“It’s hard to imagine anyone saying anything new about James Madison, but David O.
Stewart with his ‘five partnerships’ has done it; and he has done it in a very beautifully written
book.” -- Gordon S. Wood, author of "The Idea of America: Reflections on the Birth of the United
States"“David Stewart has created a compelling and nuanced portrait of Madison that reveals
him anew. Madison’s Gift is a fascinating exploration of the profound emotional bonds behind the
young Republic.” -- Amanda Foreman, author of "A World on Fire"“In this brilliantly conceived
and beautifully written work, Stewart has contributed not only the best of the many recent
volumes on Madison himself, but also made a signal contribution to our understanding of the
founding of the Republic.” -- Ralph Ketcham, author of "James Madison: A Biography"“James
Madison was the shy, bookish, serviceable man who always managed to come out on top. David
O. Stewart tracks him through the partnerships, personal and political, that defined his career,
shaped a new nation—and lifted him to the White House.” -- Richard Brookhiser, author of
"James Madison"About the AuthorDavid O. Stewart is an award-winning author and the
president of the Washington Independent Review of Books. He is the author of several
acclaimed histories, including Madison’s Gift: Five Partnerships That Built America; The
Summer of 1787: The Men Who Invented the Constitution; Impeached: The Trial of President
Andrew Johnson and the Fight for Lincoln’s Legacy; and American Emperor: Aaron Burr’s
Challenge to Jefferson’s America. Stewart’s first novel is The Lincoln Deception.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Madison’s GiftRead more
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Begin ReadingTable of ContentsA Note About the AuthorPhotosCopyright PageThank you for
buying thisFarrar, Straus and Giroux ebook.To receive special offers, bonus content,and info on
new releases and other great reads,sign up for our newsletters.Or visit us online atFor email
updates on the author, click .The author and publisher have provided this e-book to you for your
personal use only. You may not make this e-book publicly available in any way. Copyright
infringement is against the law. If you believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on
the author’s copyright, please notify the publisher at: .To my grandsons, Oliver and Jacob Young,
in case they’re ever curious about how their grandfather spent his lifeAnd to the memories of
Nina Bourne and Deborah RogersBy the employment of methods amounting almost to the so-
called third degree, the heads of the publishers syndicate who I am under contract has finally
got me to write my autobiography, a task which I shrink from it like Pola [Negri] from a camera,
yet which the doing of which I feel I owe it to my public.—from the introduction to The Story of a
Wonder Man, Being the Autobiography of Ring LardnerNOTEFor a long time when people
asked me whether I was ever going to write a memoir or autobiography, I answered that all
editors’ memoirs basically come down to the same thing: “So I said to him, ‘Leo! Don’t just do
war! Do peace too!’” For various reasons—I wanted to set bits of the record straight; I wanted to
say some things about editing and publishing and even myself—I eventually changed my mind
and have, to my chagrin, discovered the inevitability of the Tolstoy syndrome. There was no way I
could talk about editing and publishing except in terms of the books I myself had worked on. So
it all comes down to “I did this” and “I did that,” and naturally it’s one’s successes one tends to
remember—as with Leo.READINGI BEGAN AS I WOULD GO ON—reading. By the time I was
four, my grandfather had shown me how to do it, mostly by having me follow along as he read to
me. My mother, a New York City public school teacher, left for work early every morning, but
Grampa, her father, who lived with us until he died when I was nine, was always there, and after
breakfast I would climb into his bed and he would tell me stories, teach me chess, and read
aloud. Most important were Kipling’s Jungle Books, and I still have the two volumes—one bound
in mustard, one in green—that he read from, and which thrilled me. But before that was Dorothy
Kunhardt’s Junket Is Nice, which came into the world in 1933, two years after I did, and which I
couldn’t get enough of. (Later, she would write the indispensable Pat the Bunny.) Although it was
a success, Junket Is Nice disappeared—not just my copy, but altogether. Apparently there were
legal problems with the Junket people, and only recently has it been restored to us. Going back
to it after more than seventy-five years, I discovered that it’s about a little boy who turns out to be
smarter than anyone else in the world. What a surprise that I needed constant access to it!The
next book to seize me totally was read to our fourth-grade class by nice, motherly Mrs. Hurst. It
was Lad: A Dog, by Albert Payson Terhune, and dogs were my passion. But Lad was not a dog
like my cute little Waggie; Lad was a collie, and—a recurrent Terhune theme—a thoroughbred.
Albert Payson Terhune did not care for “mongrels,” in fact was a devoted eugenicist—the burglar



whom Lad routs in the middle of the night is, unsurprisingly, a “negro.” But what did I know about
eugenics? Lad was noble, Lad was true. As I discovered on a recent rereading, among his many
exploits Lad saved the life of a five-year-old paralyzed girl by flinging himself between her and a
striking copperhead, not only almost dying from snake venom but somehow prompting the child
to walk. I already loved dogs—so much easier to deal with than other children—and Lad was not
just any dog, as we learn in the first paragraph: “He had the gay courage of d’Artagnan, and an
uncanny wisdom. Also—who could doubt it, after a look into his mournful brown eyes—he had a
soul.” I tried not to show I was crying during Mrs. Hurst’s read-alouds.Lad: A Dog went through
seventy printings in its original edition, and Terhune went on to write at least thirty other dog
books, many of which I read and all of which I assume displayed the mawkish Terhune style and
reflected the repulsive Terhune beliefs. But it was Lad that revealed to me the amazing power of
books to arouse feelings—and therefore to change lives. I was emotionally prepared when Eric
Knight’s Lassie Come-Home (the movie dropped the hyphen) came my way, an infinitely better
book than Lad, which I think I recognized even then. Horse books didn’t get to me, not even
Black Beauty, although I liked and still like Mary O’Hara’s Flicka trilogy. But it was their boy hero,
Ken, with whom I identified, not the horses.Of course I also read the established children’s
classics—Alice, The Wind in the Willows, Tom Sawyer, Jules Verne, all the Oz books and Dr.
Dolittle books—as well as the more recent ones, especially the inevitable Winnie-the-Poohs.
There were also adventure series, which I could take out from the public library in batches of
three or four: Tarzan, naturally, and a successful rip-off series I liked even more, the only title of
which I remember being Bomba the Jungle Boy in the Swamp of Death, which I haven’t
revisited.The key books of my childhood, though—and sometimes, I think, of my entire life—
were the twelve novels by Arthur Ransome, beginning with Swallows and Ebook Librarys,
published in 1930, just in time for me. The Swallows were the four Walker children, the Ebook
Librarys were the two Blackett girls, and they took their aliases from the two little boats they
sailed in the summers on the author’s reimagining of Lake Windermere in England’s Lake
District. In the fourth book, Winter Holiday, they’re joined by the two Callum children, Dick (a
budding scientist) and Dorothea (a novelist-in-waiting). These two were the characters I felt
closest to: Bookish, shy loners, they were the outsiders who were swept up by the Swallows and
Ebook Librarys and joined in their adventures. I was certainly not an adventurer, and didn’t want
to be one, so it wasn’t the sailing, the camping out, the racing, or the gentle plots that called to
me. It was that community of decent, independent youngsters, superbly individualized by
Ransome, trusted by their parents, enjoying a healthy childhood, having fun. If the Walkers and
the Blacketts could adopt the Callums, they might have made room for me.Over a period of four
or five years I read and reread and re-reread the Ransome books—my favorites as many as fifty
times each. They were the counterpoint to school, homework, playing cards with my parents and
occasionally chess with my father (the only activity we shared), typical nighttime phone calls with
classmates, and radio—the essential entertainment of the period. Since I was sickly (though not
as sickly as I made myself out to be), I was home from school a lot, caught up in radio soap



operas—Our Gal Sunday (the story of an orphaned mountain girl married to Lord Henry
Brinthrope, England’s “richest, most handsome Lord”); Life Can Be Beautiful (the story of the
waif Chichi Conrad, who one day stumbles into benign Papa David Solomon’s Slightly Read
Bookshop, where she takes up permanent residence along with the embittered cripple
Stephen); Mary Marlin (theme song: “Clair de Lune”), in which the heroine, when her husband,
Senator Joe Marlin, disappears while on a secret mission to Siberia, becomes senator in his
stead. And let’s not forget Ma Perkins, Stella Dallas (“based on the immortal novel by Olive
Higgins Prouty”), and the quintessential Romance of Helen Trent, “who, when life mocks her,
breaks her hopes, dashes her against the rocks of despair, fights back bravely, successfully, to
prove what so many women long to prove, that because a woman is thirty-five or more, romance
in life need not be over.” (Helen Trent broadcast for twenty-seven years.) I assume that all this
sentimental radio melodrama helped prepare me for my later immersion, both as reader and as
editor, in genre fiction. It was certainly harmless stuff, since nothing bad or nasty ever really
happened, except for the offstage disappearance of Senator Joe and the inevitable episodes
involving either amnesia or trial for murder (or both) that punctuated the lives of Sunday, Chichi,
and the rest. When in the early 1950s, home from Cambridge, I dropped back in on soap opera
—just in time to hear the final episode of Life Can Be Beautiful—everything had changed:
Alcoholism, abortion, and adultery had barged in, the charm was gone, and the soaps were
migrating to TV.Soap opera was a special taste. Nighttime radio was for everyone. Jack Benny,
Bob Hope, Red Skelton, Fibber McGee and Molly, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Eddie
Cantor, Fred Allen, Bing Crosby, Lucky Strike’s Your Hit Parade, Information Please, Fanny Brice
as Baby Snooks, were as pervasive as today’s top TV shows—more so, since there were fewer
options. The big fight with your parents was whether you could have the radio on while you were
doing your homework. They didn’t realize that you were also doing your homework in the late
afternoons while tuned in to the kid shows: Captain Midnight, Little Orphan Annie, and my
special passion, Jack Armstrong (“all-American boy”), another adventurer, often to be found
deep in the Ebook Library jungles and also embedded in a family not his own (his sidekicks Billy
and Betty and their Uncle Jim). Annie was by definition an orphan, as were Tarzan and Kipling’s
Mowgli. More deracinated than any of these was my hero of heroes, the Lone Ranger, who not
only needed no one in his life other than the faithful Tonto and the “great horse Silver” but was
hidden behind a mask. I was also lucky enough to have been in on the birth and early exploits of
the comic-book heroes Superman and Batman—also more or less loners, also masked, and
also omnipotent. Comic books were anathema to parents, their brutality (“POW!” “Wham!”), and
the desperate struggles of their heroes with avatars of Evil, presumably luring us middle-class
kids into lives of violence if not crime.All in all, it was a sweet popular culture, from the anodyne
pop music to the daily “funnies,” which I didn’t get to see since The New York Times didn’t run
any, and it was the only paper we got. So no Popeye, no Dick Tracy, no Li’l Abner. And almost no
movies, although Disney’s Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, released when I was seven, was
traumatic for me: I lay awake at night, terrified by the ravishingly beautiful—and murderous—



Queen. There were also our household’s two essential magazines: Life and The New
Yorker.Even the “national sport,” baseball, which I followed eagerly, was benign. New York had
three teams, and I was crazy about the Yankees (maybe because they usually won) and the
Brooklyn Dodgers (maybe because they were so raffish). I loathed the Giants—who knows why?
My family was utterly unaware of sports, although my father occasionally played golf; once and
only once he made me walk around a golf course with him—the most boring afternoon I ever
spent. My parents went to the theater occasionally, the movies rarely, out to dinner never.
Sometimes we played gin rummy, but mostly, like me, my mother and father read.My mother had
had a genteel upbringing in Boston and New York on no money, her favorite novel George Eliot’s
The Mill on the Floss. As a girl, she worked hard at the piano (Czerny exercises, the easier
Beethoven sonatas), and she and her family loved going to the Met (Caruso, Farrar, Ponselle),
sitting way up in the family circle. Because Grampa was an artist (unsuccessful), there were
etchings and drawings and reproductions of paintings in our home, and as I grew older my
mother took me to museums occasionally, and we went to hear the most famous musicians of
the day—once each: Vladimir Horowitz, Arthur Rubinstein, Jascha Heifetz, Marian Anderson,
Toscanini. By the time I was in high school I had my own records—78s, back in those days. Most
important were the famous Glyndebourne recordings of the Mozart operas, Wanda Landowska
playing Bach’s Italian Concerto and The Goldberg Variations, and Caruso. And the big Romantic
piano concertos—Grieg, Rachmaninoff, Tchaikovsky. As for my own piano playing, I just didn’t
practice enough—my ear was good, I was “musical,” I picked my way through simple Beethoven
and Mozart, but alas I never applied myself seriously.And there was Gilbert and Sullivan, whom
we sang at home, my mother at the piano, and in three of whose works I drew attention to myself
in summer camp: as Ko-Ko in The Mikado, Bunthorne in Patience, the Sergeant of the Police in
The Pirates of Penzance. They had to let me play leads since I couldn’t or wouldn’t do much in
the sports line except for Ping-Pong, which required agility, not strength. Awards were given out
at the end of the summer, and there was nothing I could win an award for except acting, although
one year I did get one for volleyball (which I had never once played). The last of my four years at
Meadowbrook Lodge (in the Berkshires), I never once went down to the lake but lay on a blanket
outside our bunk reading Norman Douglas’s scandalous South Wind—not that I understood
what made it scandalous. Obviously, I was not made for summer camp, but what were my
parents to do with me? My bunkmates, among them Eddie (later E. L.) Doctorow, seemed to be
enjoying themselves.I spent a lot of time during the early forties tracking the progress of the war
on the huge fold-out maps that came with the National Geographic and that I taped to the walls
of my bedroom. Somehow, in the summer of 1945, when I was fourteen, I arranged to have The
New York Times delivered to me every day at camp and was jolted out of my self-absorption by
the terrifying news of Hiroshima. Earlier that year, and even more frightening, had appeared
pictures of the newly liberated death camps. For American kids with no relatives fighting, the war
was essentially offstage, except for mild rationing and collecting silver foil and rubber bands for
the war effort; for me, I suppose, it was a different kind of serial drama. Like the rest of the world,



though, I was filled with anticipation about the Allied invasion of France, and when the news of D-
day came over the radio on the morning of June 6, 1944, I rushed outside to buy all the morning
papers. It was one of the most exciting moments of my life.My mother’s cultured background
must have been a major draw to my father, who came from a more typical immigrant family, with
an Orthodox father who barely spoke English and spent his life studying the Talmud and with
whom he did not get along. My father (Charles) made his own way out of Lower East Side
poverty, going (the story persisted) to one high school by day and another by night so that he
could start college (City College) sooner. Then on to NYU law school with the help of
scholarships and what he could earn on the side. At college he fell in love with philosophy and
poetry, founding a Thomas Gray society and determinedly shedding his Lower East Side speech
and manner. He was hungry and driven (and good-looking), and my gentle and impressionable
mother (Martha) was drawn to him like Desdemona to Othello. He didn’t, however, end up
strangling her; stifling her naturally gregarious nature was as far as things went. Except for his
mother, who had died well before I was born, he had little interest in or sympathy for his family, a
family caught up in feuds and resentments. And my mother had no family on the scene either,
except for her father. Nor did I have brothers or sisters—whatever money was available in the
thirties was to be spent on little Bobby. We were an isolated group of three.Even during
Depression and post-Depression times, when funds were low, my father’s great extravagance
was going to Brentano’s, America’s premier bookstore, across the street from his law office on
Fifth Avenue, and indulging himself with half a dozen books, all nonfiction: the Holmes-Laski
correspondence, Bertrand Russell, George Santayana, Karen Horney (whose theories appealed
to him more than Freud’s), the writings of the famous CCNY philosopher Morris Raphael Cohen.
Although we didn’t agree about much, he completely understood when one day when I was in
college I called him in his office, a rare event, to say that I’d just seen a Brentano’s ad offering a
two-volume boxed set of Proust for six dollars, and petitioning him to go across the street and
acquire it for me. It was waiting for me the next time I came home from my dorm.My mother, true
to form, was always reading—old familiar books, books from the public library, and also books
from what were known as lending libraries, usually located in stationery stores or drugstores,
where for a dime or fifteen cents you could borrow the latest in fiction and nonfiction for three
days. I myself, when I was in high school, belonged to three of them, and would read at least one
new book a night in my obsessive need to have devoured every bestseller or potential bestseller
within days of its publication. (Key to this obsession was my addiction to bestseller lists, which I
followed fanatically, and which was due more, I think, to my obsession with statistics than to the
books themselves.) I remember a crisis moment when two new novels—one the new Book-of-
the-Month, the other the new Literary Guild selection—became available for borrowing the day
before I was leaving for summer camp. (One was Margery Sharp’s Brittania Mews, the other, I
think, by Daphne du Maurier.) I was up all night, leaving them for my mother to return the next
day.Given that books were the natural order of things in our family, it seemed reasonable to me
that often the three of us would sit reading at the dinner table; only later did it occur to me that



this was not normal, but a symptom of our particular brand of dysfunction. The way I read was
odd, too: I more or less devoured books—skimming them rather than bringing them into focus
line by line. (One particular attack of showing off, when I was fifteen or sixteen, involved
“reading” War and Peace in a single marathon fourteen-hour session.) This kind of browsing was
a habit I had to break when I became an editor: It was very useful for judging manuscripts
quickly, but editing itself is a slow and laborious process, and in order to go at it properly, I had to
change the way I read.When I was ten or eleven, my parents decided I needed more fresh air
than I was getting on the ninth floor of our apartment building on West Ninety-sixth Street, and I
was commanded to spend at least one hour a day outside. We were only a few yards from
Central Park, but nature had no appeal for me—it still doesn’t have much. There were a few kids
on the block I could and sometimes did play cops and robbers with, but what was the point? I
usually spent the prescribed hour standing next to the doorman, practicing with my yo-yo, until I
could get back upstairs to my books and my radio. From the start, words were more real to me
than real life, and certainly more interesting.As I was steeping myself in the art of the popular
genre writers of the day—Thomas B. Costain (The Black Rose, The Silver Chalice), Frances
Parkinson Keyes (Dinner at Antoine’s, Came a Cavalier), Samuel Shellabarger (Captain from
Castile, Prince of Foxes), Frank Yerby (The Foxes of Harrow, A Woman Called Fancy)—I was
also marching through the middlebrow writers (John P. Marquand, Pearl S. Buck, John O’Hara),
the current literary heroes (Waugh, Orwell, Faulkner), and the classics: Balzac, Dickens, Hardy,
Twain. My crucial literary experience of these pre-college years was my first reading of Emma,
when I was sixteen. When Emma behaves so rudely to poor, harmless, talkative Miss Bates in
the famous scene of the picnic on Box Hill, I was suffused with mortification: I had been forced to
look at my own acts of carelessness and unkindness. Jane Austen had pinned me to the wall. It
was the first time I really made the connection between what I was reading and my inner self.
There was no religious instruction in my life, no guiding principles other than to work hard, and
my mind was not a philosophical one. It was in the novel, beginning with Emma, that I would
discover some kind of moral compass.LEARNINGMY FIRST SCHOOL was a tiny affair called
the Dunham Day School. It was in the Bronx, somewhere in our solid, prosperous neighborhood
close to Yankee Stadium and the imposing Bronx County Courthouse. I was one of five kids in
my class, and in my final year the five of us shared a classroom with the next highest class—of
ten. It was like a one-room prairie schoolhouse, and the methods of teaching were just as old-
fashioned, complete with blackboard, chalk, rulers, and inkwells.And learning by rote. Most
important: the multiplication tables. “Two times two is four,” we chanted day in, day out, “two
times three is six,” and up through the tricky twelves. Then the five of us stood in a line and were
grilled. If you got the answer right, you stayed where you were; if you got it wrong, you went to the
foot of the line. There was no way I was going to the foot of a line, so I mastered my multiplication
tables. After months of this, I could more or less intone the tables in my sleep: If on my deathbed
someone says, “Six times seven,” I’ll mutter, “Forty-two.” The same methods were applied to
spelling, with the same results. This approach was rigorous, it was mindless, and it worked. I



didn’t need to understand the principles, I needed to know that six times seven is forty-two.The
only exciting thing about the Dunham Day School was that while my class was reciting the
tables, the kids in the next grade up were reciting the names of the forty-eight states, their
capitals, and their largest cities. “Maine: largest city, Portland; capital, Augusta. New Hampshire:
largest city, Manchester; capital, Concord.” I soaked up this data, and at the prompting of my
parents would recite the list to anyone who came to our house who was willing to listen. (Though
what choice did they have?) It was marginally less embarrassing than playing the piano—badly
—for them.When we moved to Manhattan, I was sent for fourth grade to a small and somewhat
precious private school in the West Nineties which still exists, though it crossed the park many
years ago. It was called Birch-Wathen, having been founded by two ladies: Miss Birch, who
presided over the high school, and Mrs. Wathen, who oversaw the lower school. Tiny Mrs.
Wathen was a benevolent spirit, somewhat ethereal—she had white hair piled high, wore hand-
knitted suits in grays and greens, and in her cozy office kept a pair of canaries (or were they
doves?). Every Friday she gave a poetry class during which we recited and memorized such
sweetly pretty verses as “Ann, Ann! Come quick as you can! / There’s a fish that talks in the
frying pan!” (Walter de la Mare) and “Up the airy mountain / Down the rushy glen / We daren’t go
a-hunting / For fear of little men” (William Allingham). At our grade-school graduation ceremony
she crooned, “You are the fairy children.” As for schoolwork, my favorite occupation was making
maps to scale—my “Africa” was a masterpiece—and I liked arithmetic because it was so logical
and trustworthy.Whereas Mrs. Wathen was comforting, Miss Birch was tough: a round, hard
woman with no charm. Or maybe I just thought that because she made it clear that she didn’t like
me—I was restless and a smart aleck. She was determined to run her school as if it were
Protestant and English: We sang hymns, and had “chapel” once a week. This was pure self-
delusion on her part, since more than three-quarters of the students were Jewish. On the High
Holy Days, out of my class of thirty-nine only the four Gentiles and atheistical me would be
present. (My parents were confirmed atheists.) One of my few friends among the teachers
confided in me that on one Yom Kippur Miss Birch asked the faculty why there were so many
absences. “Because it’s Yom Kippur, Miss Birch,” someone said. “Ridiculous,” she said. “This
isn’t a Jewish school.”Certainly none of the teachers was Jewish. Definitely not Mademoiselle
Gallairand, a severely unattractive woman with (I think) a good heart. “Robaire,” she said to me
more than once, “at the teachers’ meetings I am the only one who defends you, and now you
haven’t done your homework!” Defend me against what charges? I never knew. I suppose I just
didn’t fit in, either with the faux-genteel pretensions of Birch-Wathen or with the majority of my
schoolmates, who tended to live on ritzy Central Park West or Park Avenue and whose families
belonged to country clubs.My one great friend on the faculty was the math teacher, Miss Lewis—
Mary-Jean Lewis—from Winnetka, Illinois, a sweet, nervous woman whom everyone liked and
no one took seriously. I think she was fond of me because I was the only one of her students who
really loved her subject. On the other hand, I was a problem in class. Algebra in particular was so
easy that I went crazy trying to stay quiet while most of the others struggled to comprehend what



seemed to me so obvious. Every math class was an hour of torture; there were days when I
would just have to get up and wander around the room. Finally, to settle me down, Mary-Jean
would have me teach the class—frustrating in a different way.One day she asked me what a
Jewish service was like. She had asked the wrong boy—given the fact of my parents’ atheism,
I’d never been to one. We decided to investigate, and a classmate who belonged to an Orthodox
synagogue invited the two of us to attend one Friday evening. It was not a success. The
congregation was segregated by gender, so she and I were separated—even more bewildered
than we would have been sitting together. To make things worse, when she tried to light a
cigarette outside on the street, she was told by an official to stop.This was my last venture into a
synagogue until, a dozen years later, I found myself walking down Fifth Avenue past the fancy
Reform Temple Emanu-El and decided that since I had explored churches and cathedrals all
over Europe, I should see what a great synagogue was like. As I entered, a guard came up to me
and said, “I’m sorry, we don’t allow tourists here.” So ended my experiments with Jewish places
of worship. But my problem with religion didn’t stem from these misadventures. I’ve simply
always lacked even the slightest religious impulse—when people talk about their faith, I can’t
connect with what they’re talking about. This isn’t a decision I came to, or a deep belief or
principle; I’m just religion-deaf, the way tone-deaf people hear sounds but not music. I suppose
my religion is reading.Our assigned reading through high school veered from Julius Caesar, A
Tale of Two Cities, Silas Marner, Ivanhoe, and the Romantic poets to Lost Horizon and The
Bridge of San Luis Rey. It could have been worse. Luckily, we also had to memorize some
poetry: one sonnet each by Shakespeare, Wordsworth, and Keats, Falstaff’s great speech about
honor in Henry IV, Part One, and the opening passage of The Canterbury Tales (“Whan that
Aprille with his shoures soote / The droghte of March hath perced to the roote…”). I can still
summon up most of these selections—maybe the happiest residue of my Birch-Wathen
education. And I can’t get “Ann, Ann! Come quick as you can!” out of my head.It was, all in all, an
education that kept me unchallenged and unstimulated. I hated Latin because I hated the Latin
teacher, and I got straight A’s in physics and chemistry, subjects in which I had no interest and of
which I had no understanding, by memorizing the textbook the night before big tests. Twenty-
four hours later I had forgotten everything I had memorized, but I had learned how to take tests.
If I did any sports, I don’t remember them. The one distinguished thing Birch-Wathen offered was
that our glee club was led, once a week, by the esteemed Hugh Ross, head of the famous
Schola Cantorum, friend and colleague of Toscanini, Stravinsky, Boulez, et al., for decades
chorus master at Tanglewood. I can only imagine what this important musician made of having
to train a bunch of mostly unmusical and uninterested schoolkids to sing songs like “Columbia,
the Gem of the Ocean.” Although I loved music, I was too ignorant or too self-absorbed to notice
the distinction Mr. Ross offered us.My nine-year stretch at Birch-Wathen was interrupted when I
spent the winter of seventh grade with my mother in Tucson, Arizona. The ostensible reason was
my erratic health (sinusitis, general debility), and at the time I didn’t question it. Only decades
later, when my mother was dying, did she tell me that the real reason was a crisis in my parents’



marriage. My father wanted a divorce (for the usual reasons), my mother refused (“for the sake of
the child”—me), and they compromised on this period apart. I barely remember Tucson or the
large, agreeable public school, the only one I ever attended. It was wartime, and Tucson was the
major Air Force base in the Southwest, but the swarms of airmen barely impinged on our tidy,
eventless existence. The entire episode isn’t worth recalling except for an extraordinary reminder
that came along almost twenty years later. I was at a small dinner party being given by my friend
Richard Howard and was seated next to the emerging literary celebrity Susan Sontag. We’d
never met but were happily chatting away (Susan was always easy to talk to) when somehow the
subject of Tucson came up—I don’t think I’d mentioned my stay there to anyone in all the
intervening years. It turned out that she had been there, too—her stepfather one of those Air
Force officers—and she too had been at Mansfield Junior High in 1943. And in the seventh
grade. We had been classmates. A bizarre coincidence, but more bizarre was the fact that it had
surfaced.Back in New York, when I was thirteen or so, I was struck by a passion for the theater.
When I was five, I had been taken to my first show, the spectacular Rodgers and Hart musical
Jumbo, in the even more spectacular newly renovated Hippodrome, the largest theater in
America. Jumbo itself was best known for Jimmy Durante and a live elephant. All I remember is
the vastness of the auditorium and, just maybe, the elephant. Next came Life with Father, which
ran for eight years and was seen by every middle-class child in New York—an essential rite of
passage, like The Nutcracker today. More musicals—Oklahoma!, of course; Oscar
Hammerstein’s Carmen Jones; Mary Martin in One Touch of Venus—and several hailed
dramatic events: the visit of the Old Vic with Laurence Olivier and Ralph Richardson in Henry IV,
parts one and two, Uncle Vanya, Oedipus Rex, and The Critic; the Paul Robeson–José Ferrer
Othello for my graduation from junior high (I was disgruntled because it wasn’t a musical); and—
bless my parents—Laurette Taylor in The Glass Menagerie. By then I was old enough to realize
how beautiful the play was and how great her performance—I still think the greatest I’ve ever
seen; it wasn’t acting, it was real life, but transcendent.By the time I was fourteen I was on my
own. Most Saturdays I would take the subway down to the theater district and stand in line to buy
a single ticket for whatever shows had opened to good reviews that week. That’s how I spent my
allowance, buying $1.20 or $1.80 seats in the upper balcony. It was a heyday for Broadway hits—
Harvey, I Remember Mama (the young brother Nels was played by Marlon Brando), Carousel,
the thrillingly sophisticated On the Town, The Madwoman of Chaillot, dozens more. These solo
ventures were daring for me: I was an overprotected boy who had hardly ever done anything on
his own. The climax was Eugene O’Neill’s The Iceman Cometh, which was so long it played no
matinees—it was the first time I had ever gone alone to the theater at night. This was the height
of worldliness for a fearful fifteen-year-old. (I would have been more fearful if I had realized at the
time that the nice man sitting next to me was trying to pick me up.) Theater opened up my life. I
was still in thrall to reading, but even more exciting were those anguished moments of
anticipation alone in a theater (having arrived half an hour early), waiting feverishly for the curtain
to go up.Even so, the most decisive cultural event of my high-school years followed the arrival at



Birch-Wathen in my senior year of a young, lively English teacher named Kay Muhs
(pronounced “mews”). She was as out of place there as I was, and we hit it off—more like co-
conspirators than teacher and student. A month or so before graduation, Kay invited me and my
close friend Joan to a Saturday matinee at the City Center of something called Ballet Society. I
had never heard of it, but I went—what could be more glamorous than going to the theater with a
teacher? What proved to be far more glamorous, more moving, more earth-shattering was the
performance of George Balanchine’s latest masterpiece, Orpheus, just one week old. I was
overwhelmed. Here was a reward for the years of dullness at school; here was a release of
feelings and imagination that only certain books, and occasionally theater, had previously
provided. It was May 1948, and within months Lincoln Kirstein’s Ballet Society would morph into
the New York City Ballet and I would begin my undergraduate life at Columbia College, a quick
subway ride to the City Center, where I would obsess over Balanchine and his dancers for the
next four years. One day, against all odds, they would become an essential part of my life.In
those days Birch-Wathen imposed on all the seniors an aptitude test administered by some
outside agency, to help steer us along appropriate career paths. The school official whose job it
was to discuss the results with each of us was openly unhappy about mine, making it clear to me
that the preferred outcome was one that identified a single strong predilection—Bob would be a
terrific accountant; Joan would be an excellent English teacher. My results were weighted too
heavily at both ends of the spectrum. I would be a good match for half a dozen or so professions
(confusing and counterproductive), and there were all too many professions for which I would be
a disaster. I remember that I was the only one in the class who scored two zeroes: one for forest
ranger, one for undertaker. (I could have identified a third: lawyer. I had spent too many years
observing my father.)One of the benefits meant to accrue from this test was a hint about the
colleges we should consider applying to. In my case, however, there was only one choice. For
my mother, born in Boston and proud of her Boston roots, Harvard was the Great Good Place,
and I think my father felt the same way. This was at a time when Harvard was the accepted
summit of American education, with Yale and Princeton slightly behind and such places as
Stanford or Berkeley nonexistent. There were the huge state universities—Michigan, Wisconsin,
Ohio; there was the radical University of Chicago, with its tantalizing “Great Books” program; and
there were the “experimental” little places like Swarthmore and Oberlin. None of these fell within
the expectations of my parents, whose only snobberies were educational. So for me it was
Harvard or … nothing.My marks were fine, but my Harvard interview was a disaster—I was
tense, scruffy, showing off—and the interviewer was actively unsympathetic. In addition, there
was the notorious Jewish quota, and I was the worst kind of Jew (because there were so many
of us hoping to get in): a New York Jew. When I was rejected I was humiliated but not surprised.I
had been told that you had to apply to at least two colleges, and I had no second choice, so
arbitrarily I put down Columbia; I didn’t know much about it, but at least it was in New York. This
interview was almost farcically opposite to the Harvard one. I was still scruffy, but I wasn’t tense
and I wasn’t showing off because I wasn’t invested in the outcome. The interviewer—he must



have been about forty—was a Mr. Alexander, and almost from the first moment, he was explicit: I
was exactly the kind of boy he wanted at Columbia. I told him I hoped for Harvard, but that didn’t
put him off. When I heard that the dorms didn’t accept students who had homes in New York,
and told him I couldn’t go on living with my family, he said he would make certain that an
exception was made for me. Of course I was flattered, but I wasn’t grateful—or convinced. I
might not be good enough for Harvard, but I was certainly too good for Columbia! As it turned
out, I had no choice.Mr. Alexander, whom I never saw again, was the second person, after Kay
Muhs, to radically change my life for the better. Harvard in all its self-satisfaction would have
been a calamity for me, as I realized later when I became somewhat familiar with it. And
Columbia in the late forties and early fifties was exactly right. It wasn’t so much the actual
(strong) education it offered, it was the place itself—the atmosphere, the intellectual challenge.
And it afforded me the excitements of New York in those heady post-war years—a golden age
for theater, dance, “foreign” film. Birch-Wathen had been a lethargic backwater; the energy of
Columbia and New York helped release my own energy. Many young people find college a place
where they can reinvent themselves. For me, it was the place where my true self could begin to
emerge.That meant, primarily, that I found a literary world I could happily swim in. There were
famous teachers—Lionel Trilling, Mark Van Doren, and others—who together constituted what
was considered by many the country’s finest English department, but they were not central to my
college experience. Rather, I had blundered into a group of fellow students who were as
obsessed with books as I was. There were compulsory courses outside my interests, but I dealt
with them the way I’d dealt with physics and chemistry in high school—score A’s on tests and
papers and forget everything. (Worst was economics, which I took at my father’s insistence—
almost as boring as golf.) We also had compulsory athletics. I survived fencing; bowling (in the
basement of Riverside Church, which sported Gothic phone booths)—I could barely pick up the
ball, let alone send it down the lane; my nemesis, volleyball, which I attended with a friend who,
like me, was blind without his glasses (we stood in the back row and flinched when the ball came
our way); track (I’d go to the gym, sign in, change, sit in the locker room reading, change back,
sign out). The year I entered Columbia, 1948, was also the year Dwight Eisenhower became
president of the university, a prestigious stopgap on his way to NATO and the White House. He
spoke to our incoming class of ’52. “We’re all freshmen together,” he said with the famous
twinkle. And, later, “I hope to see all-round young men here. We don’t want greasy grinds at
Columbia.” But there I was—inevitably a grind, if not greasy.Ike’s thinking was typical of the post-
war moment, and so were the rules regarding social and sexual conduct. Central was the ban
against any female other than your mother entering your dorm room, and she was welcome only
on Friday afternoons. Who could have guessed that by my daughter’s college years young men
and women would be sharing the showers? But these rules in no way affected the way we
conducted ourselves. As ever and always, young people found each other and did what young
(and older) people do. By my junior year I was living outside the dorm with the girl who would
become my first wife, and everyone I knew was in perpetual heat, and acting on it. (Was that



what constituted being all-round men?) Sex, as others have remarked, wasn’t invented in the
sixties.In fact, in the late forties and early fifties New York was enjoying a new “bohemian”
moment—which, as it had decades earlier, flourished in the Village. It was there you found the
new artists, the jazz clubs, the rather tamely louche bars—most startlingly, the gay and lesbian
bars. None of it was for me, though: I was far too timid, repressed, and naïve for anything even
tamely louche. Even the Museum of Modern Art, a famously convenient pick-up venue, was a
place I went to see movies like Carl Dreyer’s The Passion of Joan of Arc and to experience
Picasso’s Guernica rather than to encounter girls.Real life was at Columbia, not in the
classrooms but in the surround, as I started meeting people I could talk to. The crucial encounter
was with Dick Howard (now Richard, but never to me). He was a year older and a year ahead,
but that never really registered. Someone took me to his dorm room and there was instant and
total connection. He was infinitely more sophisticated than I was, but not intellectually, the way
that mattered; there we were on even terms, our interests coinciding and our literary excitements
mutual. Immediately that afternoon we set off together for the Gotham Book Mart, the West
Forty-seventh Street bookstore of legend (“Wise Men Fish Here”) reigned over by the formidable
Miss Frances Steloff, always in her electric-blue smock and with her indispensable pencil poked
through her white hair. (“You,” she once snapped at me when there was no one else in the store.
“Go to the corner and bring me a hot dog and an orange drink!” It was the only one of the dozens
of times I was in her store that she acknowledged my existence.)From the start, then, Dick and I
were bound together by books. But also by other things—mostly, I suppose, by shared tastes
and interests (and snobberies). There’s a need, when you’re young, to announce your
standards, your preferences; to identify yourself through your choices. They can be political,
sports-related, dress-related (that’s usually high school). In our case, they were cultural.
Shakespeare, yes; Milton, no. Bach and Mozart, yes; Tchaikovsky, no (that would change). Henry
James, yes; Stendhal, yes; Balzac, yes. Les Misérables, no (that would change, too). Jane
Austen, George Eliot, Chekhov, yes; Tennessee Williams, yes; Arthur Miller, no. Abstract art, yes;
realism, no. Balanchine and Martha Graham, yes; Fred Astaire, yes; Gene Kelly, no.
Metaphysical poetry, yes; Faulkner, yes; Hemingway, no. Eliot and Pound and Yeats, of course.
Proust, yes—the most emphatic yes. But Gide yes, too. Movies, yes; television, no. And on and
on. In other words, we shared an aristocracy of taste that was acute, impassioned, and snobbish
—perfect glue for a young friendship.All this was outside our academic work, which was mainly
geared, sensibly enough, to kids who had read less than we had. A general course on American
poetry was taught by Mark Van Doren and attended by boys who had not only never read Emily
Dickinson but had never heard of her; Van Doren didn’t seem to mind. Dick and I took a seminar
on Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde, taught by an elderly genial professor out of a distant past.
There were six of us, only two of whom ever said anything. (Guess which two.) For a happy term
we did nothing but read this great poem aloud, which was certainly more educational and
satisfying than any discussion among this group would have been. The prominent literary critic F.
W. Dupee—also genial but smart as well—was stuck with the two of us in the front row of his



class on contemporary literature (Joyce, Eliot, Kafka, Woolf, Proust, et al.). We wouldn’t stop
talking (well, somebody had to talk), until he kept us after class one day and guaranteed us A’s if
we would just stay away—an offer we couldn’t refuse.The major disappointment for me was
Trilling’s nineteenth-century English literature course, the third and final year of the prescribed
three-year sequence for English majors. I had read and absorbed his famous book The Liberal
Imagination (what English major hadn’t?), but my burning interest was text, not imagination; the
severe and indignant judgments of Cambridge’s F. R. Leavis were my touchstones, and his
magazine Scrutiny my bible. I felt that the graying Trilling wasn’t really interested in
undergraduates, that his prime concern was with his postgraduate seminars with their historical/
sociological emphasis. When he asked us to vote in class on which we preferred, Jane Eyre or
Wuthering Heights, I was offended at being used as a sociological guinea pig and mortified
because in my certainty there was no choice—Emily was so clearly the only Brontë. (There’s
always something for a snob to be snobbish about.) I recently came upon a letter to me from
Cynthia Ozick dated 1998, in which she quotes an interview with John Hollander that she had
just read: “[After] Trilling published ‘Wordsworth and the Rabbis,’ some of us felt a little funny
about it … It caused one man, Robert Gottlieb … to come in the next day and just before Trilling
came to class, post himself outside the room and recite ‘Tintern Abbey’ with a Yiddish accent.’” I
did? I guess so, if John says I did.Among Trilling’s prize students just before my day had been
Allen Ginsberg, Norman Podhoretz, and Jason Epstein. Jason and I got to know each other
years later when I was at Knopf and he was running Random House, Knopf’s sister publishing
house, and we’ve had a collegial relationship ever since, not, however, based on college.
Podhoretz I never knew. But I was friendly with, though not close to, Ginsberg, who was an
agreeable and unassuming young guy—I knew nothing about his poetry. My most pronounced
memory of him was of my surprise when he came to see me off when I sailed for Europe on a
freighter in 1951. I was even more surprised when my mother mentioned in a letter that a very
nice, polite boy named Allen had gone out of his way to see her home.As I’ve suggested, it
wasn’t the classes at Columbia that I found nourishing but the surround—the intense
atmosphere of seriousness about literature. I read and read, usually all night (since I didn’t
bother to get up for most morning classes), devouring everything by everybody. All of
Shakespeare, naturally, especially because the most brilliant of our teachers was a short,
chubby man—caponesque, really—named Andrew Chiappe, whose intense lectures,
punctuated by his blazing readings from the texts, were utterly thrilling. His were the only
morning classes I would drag myself out of bed to attend. Jason would later employ Chiappe as
his chief adviser when he was founding Anchor Books at Doubleday, the first and most influential
of the trade paperback lines.I also read my way through the great Russians and the major
French novelists; all of Austen (of course), Dickens, Thackeray, Eliot, Hardy, Fielding,
Richardson, and the other important English novelists; Melville and Hawthorne; plus the moderns
—Lawrence, Woolf, Forster, Joyce, etc. What was the point of reading only some of a writer’s
work? In the summers I would sweep straight through a writer chronologically—one year,



Conrad; the next, Cather. But the writer who meant most to me was Henry James. This was at
the height of the James revival, though it wasn’t his emergence as a great figure that propelled
me; it was the way he thought and the glory of his style. More important, the moral issues he
probed reflected my own inner life more closely than those of any other writer except perhaps
Proust. For me, James was not just a writer but an issue: Anyone who didn’t appreciate him (my
father, for instance) was outside my universe and worthy of contempt. One of the great days of
my early life was the morning after I saw an ad in the Sunday Times Book Review for the
complete New York Edition of James’s work. Where I found the hundred dollars to buy it I don’t
know—probably borrowed it from Dick, whose background was far more affluent than mine—but
I was outside the bookstore when it opened that Monday morning, and I carried the prize home.
I’m looking at it as I write.My close high-school friend Liz Lahm (her father—a founder of the
Lamston five-and-dime store chain—was another older person who was endlessly generous to
me) had gone to Connecticut College for Women, where she grew close to a girl from Wellesley,
Massachusetts, named Muriel Higgins and decided we were meant for each other. As it turned
out, we both were and weren’t. Muriel had an original mind, strong opinions, and sultry looks,
and we had a good time together. Apart from anything else, she was a voracious reader, and a
very intelligent one. She was also considerably more worldly than I was—by the time she was
sixteen she was drinking martinis when she went out to dinner with her parents! I didn’t even
drink beer. I thought she was the Scarlet Woman. By our third year of college she had transferred
to Columbia and we were living together off-campus. Her roofing-contractor father didn’t
approve of me—I believe his verdict was “If I had a son like that, I’d take him out and drown him
like a sick kitten.” In return, my father loathed Muriel: She was too assertive, and “Catholics all
revert in the end.” (She was about as Catholic as I was Jewish.)So I was part of a couple, which
often became a threesome, since my friendship with Dick was never diluted, and luckily he and
Muriel interested and amused each other: He respected her strong mind and her tough humor.
We had other friends, too—Dick was particularly gregarious. For one thing, he collected young
men whom he would fascinate, seduce, and grow bored with; from the beginning he was totally
out. (No, it didn’t all start with Stonewall.) Like Queen Victoria, I did not approve—no problem
with his being gay, but I deplored his casual treatment of these bedazzled and bewildered boys. I
had inherited not only my mother’s naïveté but my father’s puritanism.Dick had a close friend
from his childhood in Cleveland, Anne Loesser, niece of the songwriter Frank Loesser, who had
entered Barnard when I entered Columbia and who had dated another friend of mine. Now she
was half of a couple with John Hollander, and they were part of our extended group—endless
late-night talk at the Bickford’s coffee shop on Broadway over toasted English muffins and tea.
(We were devils.) Anne was clever, with a touch of malice, and John was smart, if a little goofy.
Their eventual marriage would produce two daughters, while John went on to his exemplary
career as poet and pedagogue and Anne to her distinguished work on the history and
importance of clothes. Anne died very recently, but not before Dick was able to bring her in the
hospital a finished copy of his latest book of poems, A Progressive Education, about their



school, dedicated to her and with a snapshot of her very young self on the cover.By my junior
year, Dick and I were editing the college’s literary magazine, The Columbia Review, and we
collaborated on a short story for it called “The Way We Live Now—A Tale for Christmas.” The
story was very much à clef, focusing on a dazzling and highly identifiable young couple who
among other things stole money in order to acquire a copy of Villiers de l’Isle-Adam’s Contes
cruels bound in human skin—we must have been reading too much early Waugh. John took this
story badly, and one wintry day he came up to Dick and me, nodded, asked Dick to hand him his
glasses, carefully took them, slapped Dick in the face, said “Merry Christmas,” politely handed
the glasses back, and passed on. I was both insulted and relieved that I was exempted from
punishment. Perhaps John suspected that I might slap him back? This incident—surely a
supreme moment in the history of literary duels—was never mentioned again, and we all went
on at Bickford’s as before, and Dick and John to a lifelong friendship.A more distinguished use of
the Review, perhaps, was our decision to devote an entire issue to André Gide, who had
recently been awarded the Nobel Prize. Together Dick and I translated a short play of his which
had never appeared in English, and we nervously wrote him a letter explaining the project and
inviting him to say something to Columbia (perhaps exaggerating the degree of interest the
college as a whole had in modern French literature). He replied quickly and generously, but of
what he specifically said I have no memory. We definitely had the sense of having scored a
coup.Whereas I very much admired Gide—The Immoralist, The Counterfeiters, Lafcadio’s
Adventures, Strait Is the Gate, were central modernist texts at that time—my whole being
responded to Proust, whom I had decided to read in an unorthodox way. The seven novels of
Remembrance of Things Past (this was decades before it became In Search of Lost Time) were
mostly encountered back then in seven Modern Library volumes—the two-volume boxed set my
father had procured for me was too awkward for actual reading. Seven volumes, seven days. I
cut myself off from the outside world for an entire week, never once leaving the room Muriel and I
were living in, consuming a volume a day. Friends stopped in, food was provided, and I read and
read. It wasn’t a struggle—you can read six or seven hundred galvanizing pages in fifteen hours
if that’s all you’re doing—and the result was overpowering: Total immersion proved to be an
extraordinary way of experiencing and absorbing that great mind and style. I emerged feeling
that Proust was mine—or I was his. It was a personal relationship, of the kind I already felt with
Henry James, whose final and most knotty novel, The Golden Bowl, was my holy of holies.In the
summer of 1951—I was twenty—I set out alone on a freighter for a not-so-grand tour of Europe.
Dick and I were supposed to go together, but there was some glitch related to his graduation
and he had to stay behind. I was scared, my parents were opposed to my going alone, and
money was short, but I cashed in some war bonds (they had matured just in time) and I had won
some literary prizes. On this trip—a month each in France, Italy, and England—I did all the usual
things, guidebooks anxiously in hand, barely holding my own in high-school French and pidgin
Italian. But the self-sufficiency I mustered for the adventure as a whole (for instance, my first stab
at hitchhiking) suggested that I might actually be growing up.This trip confirmed my fantasy that



England—Dickens’s England, Austen’s England, James’s England, Dr. Leavis’s England—was
the place I had to be. The physical beauty and charm of Cambridge were especially seductive.
My last year at Columbia was spent reading (needless to say), publishing in The Columbia
Review a long, fierce review of new books by Trilling and Leavis, much to the advantage of the
latter, and, as a senior-year project, working alone for a term on Hawthorne’s notebooks with the
daunting, enigmatic Quentin Anderson (son of the playwright Maxwell Anderson), whose
silences were as profound as his discourse. That was rewarding, but essentially I was treading
water until I would be chosen as one of the two English majors whose superior academic
performance would be rewarded with a Kellett Fellowship to Cambridge.When the fellowships in
my year were awarded to two boys whose claim to them was considerably inferior to mine—at
least in my opinion—I seethed with resentment at the injustice of it and confronted Trilling in his
office (the only meeting I ever had with him). How could he and his colleagues ignore my
qualifications in favor of these two chumps? Far from being defensive or outraged, as a lesser
man might have been, he was courteous and responsive, explaining that the judges felt that the
“chumps” were in much greater need than I was of the polish Cambridge would afford. When I
protested that I hadn’t realized the Kellett was given in response to need rather than
performance, he asked whether I really wanted to go to Cambridge. That was easy to answer,
and he immediately offered to write to Basil Willey, Cambridge’s Professor of English Literature,
recommending me to him. In a stunning (to me) illustration of how the Old Boy network
operated, ten days later I received not an application form but an acceptance letter from
Pembroke, Willey’s college at Cambridge. In my view, justice had been done, but even in my self-
congratulation I was aware of Trilling’s generosity in the face of my public dismissal of him in The
Columbia Review.There was a hitch: In the spring of 1952 we had discovered that Muriel was
pregnant. She certainly didn’t want a baby—she was meant to be attending an important acting
school in London while I was at Cambridge—and I barely knew what a baby was; I had literally
never seen one close-up. Abortion was a possibility, since we all were aware of the doctor
operating out of a clinic in a small Pennsylvania coal town who was known as “the Ivy League
abortionist.” But although a baby was a practical impossibility, both of us shrank from the idea of
abortion. How to proceed? Our parents wouldn’t have helped, since they disapproved so
violently of our relationship, and I couldn’t imagine giving up Cambridge. I certainly wasn’t
prepared to find a job in New York and take responsibility.We got married surreptitiously, our only
witnesses Liz Lahm and her father. (It had never occurred to us that we could produce a baby
without being married.) I was not romantic in the least about my sneaky behavior, but I was so
romantic about my reading that I decided we should be married on the porch of the justice of the
peace in Rye, New York—because Henry James had lived in Rye, England. Then, through a
skein of lies and half-lies, we got through the summer undetected by our parents and decamped
to London. The baby, our son Roger, was born by Caesarian section in a nursing home there in
mid-October. The matron of the home made it known that she strongly disapproved of three
things—Americans, Jews, and men—and I qualified on all three counts. She advised us to take



the baby home (we had rented a flat in West Hampstead) and start toilet training. When I
suggested nervously that in America we didn’t believe in such early measures, she said, stonily,
“You’re the ones who have to wash the nappies.”I had already begun at Cambridge, living in
Pembroke and coming down to London every other weekend, leaving Muriel alone most of the
time attending to an infant she didn’t know what to do with. Roger flourished, but we didn’t,
although I was off at Cambridge more or less enjoying myself. Muriel was the victim: She was in
a strange city, without the support of family or friends, unable to attend school, unprepared to be
a mother, and half-abandoned by her husband. This was not my finest hour.Making matters
worse was the ongoing deception of our parents, since our funds would have been cut off if they
had known the reality. It was more than a year before we revealed our duplicity, with predictable
results: My mother was horrified but indulgent, my father didn’t speak to me for four years.
Muriel’s father was equally angry, but to her anguish he died suddenly of a heart attack while we
were still at Cambridge—she had joined me there after five months alone in London. There’s
only one cheerful memory of the London days: The charwoman who came in once a week
happened to mention that she had once worked for the Freuds (!), who had lived a few doors
down from our flat. I was desperate for details, and when I persisted in interrogating her, she
declared, in her sublime cockney accent, “Well, they were terribly clean—for foreigners.”This
kind of parochial reaction to foreigners—and Jews—was one of the surprises England had for
me. Although I was very aware of the casual anti-Semitism that punctuated English literature, I
wasn’t aware of how compartmentalized middle-class Jews and Gentiles were in their lives. Or
to put it another way, it was strange to discover that most British Jews felt themselves to be
other, and that they were perceived that way: The English Jews I met in both London and
Cambridge to a large degree defined themselves as being Jews, in a way I had never
encountered in New York. New York, everyone at home joked, was a Jewish city, and indeed in
all my years there I never came up against anti-Semitism. And at Cambridge it was my being
American, not Jewish, that identified me. Being American in the early fifties was on the one hand
a handicap, since resentment of, and condescension to, America still ran deep, while on the
other hand it was a plus, since everything about America—its movies, its music, its clothes, its
new situation as the world’s dominant country—had glamour and excitement, especially for
young people. I was so inescapably American that, given my other particularities—my being
married, having a baby, having a house—there was no room left for my totally secular Judaism
to make an impression.Cambridge at that moment was a peculiar place, the new students being
a mixture of eighteen- and nineteen-year-olds, fresh from school, and armed-forces veterans,
well into their twenties. I was an anomaly, a married American with an American bachelor of arts
degree, for which the university didn’t have much respect: Four years at Columbia (or Harvard or
anywhere else) was considered the equivalent of only one of the three years that constituted the
Oxbridge undergraduate program. But I knew that I wasn’t at Cambridge to further my education;
I was there to be there. I went to a few lectures—one of Professor Willey’s out of politeness; one
of Leavis’s out of loyalty—but there was nothing in them for me. Leavis, already in his semi-



paranoid mode, spent most of the time fulminating against the forces he saw as lined up against
him: the “Bloomsbury crowd,” The Times Literary Supplement, everyone else at
Cambridge.Attending lectures was voluntary. Writing weekly essays for a college supervisor was
not. I was fortunate that at Pembroke I found a youngish and up-to-date supervisor named
Matthew Hodgart, whose interests lay in writers like James Joyce rather than the author of
Beowulf. With my all too typical cockiness, I told him at our first meeting that I had spent four
years at Columbia writing papers and didn’t need that kind of preparation for the tripos exams
that were the climax of the Cambridge educational process. When he asked to see an example
of my work, I slyly gave him the results of my Hawthorne project, aware that he knew far less
about Hawthorne than I did. But he was delighted to have someone to talk to who had extensive
reading behind him, and we settled into cordial weekly chats about books, none of which related
to the tripos. (Pembroke was not a very literary college. Its typical undergraduate owned three
books—the Bible, Brideshead Revisited, and The Collected Stories of Somerset Maugham—
and had heard of a French writer named Marcel Prowst.) And I was reading compulsively,
usually until five or six in the morning—a month’s worth of such nights, for instance, carrying me
through the exhilarations of Gibbon.Reading, however, wasn’t enough to keep me busy. The
dominant undergraduate cultural activity in Cambridge was theater—there were two main
groups of actors, plus a fistful of splinter groups putting on plays all the time, as well as the
famous Cambridge Footlights, which presented sophisticated revues (in my time it spawned
Jonathan Miller). Late one night, sitting around my room with three or four other bored young
men and antsy with unused energy, it occurred to me that I too could direct a play. But what
play? And where? The college boasted a lovely early Wren chapel, and at two in the morning we
sneaked down into it, confirming my notion that it would be a perfect setting for T. S. Eliot’s
Murder in the Cathedral. Pembroke was totally out of the cultural swim, which may be why when
I approached the dean, who administered the chapel, he nervously gave permission. Since he
was an earnest Anglican minister with serious doubts about both Americans and married
undergraduates—he was far from married himself—this was a notable act of bravery on his
part.Posting notices in the two women’s colleges, Newnham and Girton, I held auditions for the
ten women I needed for the Chorus, and had the luck to find in Pembroke an extraordinarily
handsome young man to play Thomas Becket—his air of saintliness (genuine) must have been
inherited from his father, who was an Anglican missionary bishop in Africa. Over the protracted
Christmas recess in London I worked long hours with Muriel, breaking up the lines for the
Chorus so that every syllable had its own inflection and emphasis. Then, for a month, rehearsals
of three or four hours a day with the Chorus, until they were syllable-perfect (and exhausted).
The result was a tremendous success, the stars being the Thomas, the Chorus, and Christopher
Wren. The dean was ecstatic. Every performance was sold out. And, to our amazement,
Stephen Spender reviewed us in the Manchester Guardian, though how he knew about the
production I have no idea. The gist of his review was that it was the finest performance he’d ever
seen of Murder in the Cathedral. This was not only intoxicating in itself but a justification for the



dean in the stuffy world of Pembroke College.Since I wasn’t studying, I just kept directing plays.
There was still official censorship of the theater in England, and on the proscribed list was
Sartre’s No Exit, not because it involved prostitution and lesbianism but because it was
considered blasphemous. But such plays could be performed in private homes, or anywhere
else that didn’t charge for admission. Casting Muriel and two graduates of the cast of Murder in
the Cathedral, I put together a persuasive version, which we circulated among half a dozen
venues, including professors’ homes, and which became one of those chic events that small
communities thrive on. (One of the oddities for me after working so intensely on these two plays
is that I ended up with a far higher opinion of Eliot’s than I’d started with, and a far lower one of
Sartre’s.)As a result of having produced two such visible events, I was offered the direction of
both the leading theater groups for the following year when Peter Hall, the leading director of his
years at Cambridge, went down to London to triumph with the first British production of Waiting
for Godot. And so more Sartre, The House of Bernarda Alba, Heartbreak House, and The
Master Builder, all efficient and even worthwhile but none as strong or individual as Murder in
the Cathedral. It occurred to me that Eliot’s play was literary, which is why I understood how to
stage it, whereas I didn’t really know how to help actors in realistic plays. I also came to
understand that I didn’t want theater to be my life, just as this second exposure to a university
made it clear to me that I would dislike even more a life spent in the academic world.
Unfortunately, I had no alternative ideas of what to do with myself when I got home.On the
surface, our Cambridge life was stimulating and satisfying—we lived in a big, pleasant house;
baby Roger was a calm, undemanding presence; Muriel was acting and directing; and our
finances, although funds from our families had vanished, were holding up, since I had no
scruples about accepting money from Dick Howard to help us out. (His generosity and my ability
to take advantage of it were obviously made for each other.)But I wasn’t happy with myself or in
myself. My romance of Cambridge and England had faded in the face of the depressed realities
of the post-war world there; everything seemed bleak, the country’s energies depleted. I
suspect, though, that this take on things was to a large degree a symptom of a suppressed
depression of my own. The realities of being married, being a father, and being unanchored in a
place that I no longer saw through rose-colored glasses were sapping my buoyancy. Now,
suddenly, I felt a strong need to get back to America.Muriel was there already, having rushed
home with year-old Roger when her father suddenly died. (When Roger was born, we had
registered him as an American at the embassy, but he had no passport. The embassy would
grant him one overnight in this emergency, but there was no time to procure a standard passport
photo. Aha! A local photographer sold me a photo of some other baby. Even we couldn’t tell
which baby was which.) I was staying on to finish up my last production (“The show must go
on”), to close down our house, and—in a final burst of self-indulgence—to hitchhike to Italy with
a close friend, Jane Llewellyn, from the Murder in the Cathedral Chorus. (Later she would join us
in New York.) The most useful aspect of the trip was memorizing the first act of King Lear while
waiting for rides. The most ridiculous was attempting an homage to a writer I loved by visiting his



grave. Stopping a peasant on a road in the south of France, I blurted out something like “Où se
trouve le tombeau du grand écrivain anglais D. H. Lawrence?” No surprise that he seemed
stunned: I’m sure he couldn’t understand a word of my pathetic French, and in any case he
wasn’t likely to know anything about le grand écrivain, who had died twenty-five years earlier.
Later that day I found out in a local bookstore that whereas Lawrence had indeed died in Vence,
his wife, Frieda, had eventually transported his ashes to Taos, New Mexico, for interment.
Another romance shattered.In Rome I met up with my one close American friend from
Cambridge, Meg Greenfield. She was in Cambridge, having graduated from Smith, on a two-
year Fulbright, but she hated everything about it, from the weather to the regulations—she
simply ignored the injunction against undergraduates owning cars—to the spiders in her
landlady’s house. The final straw: She sent a favorite coat to the only good dry cleaner in town,
part of a national chain called Pullars of Perth, and when it came back a week later, it had been
tightly folded into a small square. Meg, who was not only rich but finicky, was out of there.After
some years in Rome, where apart from everything else the coffee was great, she arrived back
home, and I was able to point her to her first job—working for the 1956 Adlai Stevenson
campaign. As long as she lived in New York she was at our house for Christmas every year, at
which occasions we developed a “Meg & Bob” routine that predated Nichols and May but alas
was heard only by Muriel, little Roger, and a few close friends. (Is it possible that it wasn’t as
witty as we thought it was?)Meg was funny and caustic, and she grew increasingly political. Her
writing talents led her first to the Reporter magazine and then to her job of twenty years as the
director of the editorial page of The Washington Post and a columnist for Newsweek; in other
words, she became an ultimate Washington insider. Yet she remained a relentless bullshit
detector, sort of the Maureen Dowd or Gail Collins of her day. She also became Katharine
Graham’s closest friend and adviser—when she got cancer, Kay drove her every week from
Washington to Johns Hopkins in Baltimore for treatment—and when I was editing Kay’s
autobiography in the mid-1990s, she was an invaluable support, pulling no punches with Kay so
that I could afford to be more tactful. Meg’s death, in 1998, was devastating—she was the first
close friend of my age to die. When I spoke at her memorial service in Washington Cathedral, I
realized I must have been the oldest of her friends there—and the only observer of her Pullars of
Perth era. The “Meg & Bob” days were over.Meg’s joy at having scrubbed the second year of her
grant and at getting out of Cambridge only confirmed my sense that I had to get out too. The Italy
jaunt was my last possible excuse for not going home to America—and real life. I had come to
realize that even apart from shirking the responsibilities I had incurred, I had become someone I
didn’t like, arrogant and all too comfortable as a local celebrity. When I actually departed, in the
middle of a term, the Cambridge undergraduate newspaper ran a front-page story headlined
“Gottlieb Goes.” So Gottlieb went—or more accurately, slunk away. I was demoralized, angry,
ashamed of having let Muriel go home alone, not knowing what I wanted to be or do, and
pretending to myself that I wasn’t scared—scared, mostly, of work. I couldn’t know that, as would
be the case my entire life, it was work that would save me.WORKINGSimon and SchusterFOR



MORE THAN A YEAR, while Muriel waitressed, I sporadically looked for a job—answering the
few ads in the Times that seemed plausible, then some that looked less plausible. The one that
came through was for Macy’s, where I was hired as a temp to work in the huge greeting-cards
department on the ground floor—greeting cards in the fall meaning Christmas cards. Because I
was good with numbers (those days at the Dunham Day School were paying off), I was soon at
one of the two central cash registers, racking up sales so swiftly that the very nice if somewhat
flustered woman who was head of the department would come and stand behind me, muttering,
“Robert, you really don’t have to go so fast.” But I did have to go so fast. This was my first
experience of a working-class environment, and I enjoyed the work and liked my colleagues.
Maybe the regulars were used to the seasonal appearance of nerdy college grads; certainly,
they were friendly and helpful, most crucially when in an emergency I was plucked from my cash
register to help dip scented candles.My salary was forty-five dollars a week, but it was a salary,
and I was excited about it. With my first paycheck, and knowing that all employees had a
discount on anything in the store (fifteen percent, I think), I went to the book department and,
after a crisis of indecision, bought two Little Golden Books for two-year-old Roger—a book of
nursery rhymes, and what was to become one of the bestselling children’s books of all time, The
Poky Little Puppy. I think the total expense, including tax, was sixty-nine cents, which was
something of an assault on our budget, but I was inordinately proud of having ventured out of the
cave and brought home the essential bacon for my child. (Muriel was bringing home the rent
money from her waitressing tips.)Before I got back from Cambridge she had found a very
agreeable apartment on the top floor of a brownstone on St. Mark’s Place, when it was still
mostly Polish and Ukrainian, long before it became the East Village. There was us, W. H. Auden
across the street (not that I would have known him if I’d seen him), a strip club down the block
(which later became the Theatre 80 St. Marks), and a few Abstract Expressionist artists, among
them Joan Mitchell, who shared our top floor and was a great neighbor, finding tactful ways to
help feed us, snaking in an electric line when Con Ed did its worst, and when she moved out,
leaving us a superb “Joan Mitchell” as a parting gift. It looked exactly right in our place, which we
had furnished in the standard décor of young intellectual New Yorkers in the fifties—bamboo
blinds, Indian cotton bedspreads, bookcases made by stacking pine boards on bricks liberated
from the street, and of course the famous Noguchi lamp, with its crinkly white paper globe. Our
rent was ninety-six dollars a month, and we were usually on time with it—particularly after two,
then three, close friends from Cambridge joined us: We were a commune avant la lettre. I think
the subway still cost a dime, phone calls the same; the Times was a nickel. Cigarettes, which I’m
afraid we still smoked, were something like fifteen cents. Life was affordable.But hardly happy. I
was drifting. Somehow I met a sympathetic, rather vague woman named Evelyn Shrifte who ran
a small publishing house called the Vanguard Press. It had published early Dr. Seuss, early
Joyce Carol Oates, early Saul Bellow, and it was about to launch Auntie Mame, but it was hardly
flush. Evelyn took to me—or, rather, felt sorry for me—and she gave me occasional French
books to read and report on, at something like fifteen dollars a go. Then I translated a very bad



French-Canadian novel for her, its name, author, and content having fled from my memory. To
get away from the distractions of our toddler, I would take my French novel over to Dick Howard’s
apartment while he was out at his job working for a dictionary publisher. I’ve never hated any
work so much as I hated translating—not even dipping candles—whereas Dick went on to
become America’s leading translator from the French (as well as a superb critic, teacher, and
Pulitzer Prize–winning poet).Begin ReadingTable of ContentsA Note About the
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to write a memoir or autobiography, I answered that all editors’ memoirs basically come down to
the same thing: “So I said to him, ‘Leo! Don’t just do war! Do peace too!’” For various reasons—I
wanted to set bits of the record straight; I wanted to say some things about editing and
publishing and even myself—I eventually changed my mind and have, to my chagrin, discovered
the inevitability of the Tolstoy syndrome. There was no way I could talk about editing and
publishing except in terms of the books I myself had worked on. So it all comes down to “I did
this” and “I did that,” and naturally it’s one’s successes one tends to remember—as with
Leo.READINGI BEGAN AS I WOULD GO ON—reading. By the time I was four, my grandfather
had shown me how to do it, mostly by having me follow along as he read to me. My mother, a
New York City public school teacher, left for work early every morning, but Grampa, her father,
who lived with us until he died when I was nine, was always there, and after breakfast I would
climb into his bed and he would tell me stories, teach me chess, and read aloud. Most important
were Kipling’s Jungle Books, and I still have the two volumes—one bound in mustard, one in
green—that he read from, and which thrilled me. But before that was Dorothy Kunhardt’s Junket
Is Nice, which came into the world in 1933, two years after I did, and which I couldn’t get enough
of. (Later, she would write the indispensable Pat the Bunny.) Although it was a success, Junket Is
Nice disappeared—not just my copy, but altogether. Apparently there were legal problems with
the Junket people, and only recently has it been restored to us. Going back to it after more than
seventy-five years, I discovered that it’s about a little boy who turns out to be smarter than
anyone else in the world. What a surprise that I needed constant access to it!The next book to
seize me totally was read to our fourth-grade class by nice, motherly Mrs. Hurst. It was Lad: A
Dog, by Albert Payson Terhune, and dogs were my passion. But Lad was not a dog like my cute
little Waggie; Lad was a collie, and—a recurrent Terhune theme—a thoroughbred. Albert Payson
Terhune did not care for “mongrels,” in fact was a devoted eugenicist—the burglar whom Lad
routs in the middle of the night is, unsurprisingly, a “negro.” But what did I know about eugenics?
Lad was noble, Lad was true. As I discovered on a recent rereading, among his many exploits
Lad saved the life of a five-year-old paralyzed girl by flinging himself between her and a striking
copperhead, not only almost dying from snake venom but somehow prompting the child to walk.
I already loved dogs—so much easier to deal with than other children—and Lad was not just any
dog, as we learn in the first paragraph: “He had the gay courage of d’Artagnan, and an uncanny
wisdom. Also—who could doubt it, after a look into his mournful brown eyes—he had a soul.” I
tried not to show I was crying during Mrs. Hurst’s read-alouds.Lad: A Dog went through seventy
printings in its original edition, and Terhune went on to write at least thirty other dog books, many
of which I read and all of which I assume displayed the mawkish Terhune style and reflected the
repulsive Terhune beliefs. But it was Lad that revealed to me the amazing power of books to
arouse feelings—and therefore to change lives. I was emotionally prepared when Eric Knight’s
Lassie Come-Home (the movie dropped the hyphen) came my way, an infinitely better book than
Lad, which I think I recognized even then. Horse books didn’t get to me, not even Black Beauty,
although I liked and still like Mary O’Hara’s Flicka trilogy. But it was their boy hero, Ken, with



whom I identified, not the horses.Of course I also read the established children’s classics—
Alice, The Wind in the Willows, Tom Sawyer, Jules Verne, all the Oz books and Dr. Dolittle books
—as well as the more recent ones, especially the inevitable Winnie-the-Poohs. There were also
adventure series, which I could take out from the public library in batches of three or four:
Tarzan, naturally, and a successful rip-off series I liked even more, the only title of which I
remember being Bomba the Jungle Boy in the Swamp of Death, which I haven’t revisited.The
key books of my childhood, though—and sometimes, I think, of my entire life—were the twelve
novels by Arthur Ransome, beginning with Swallows and Ebook Librarys, published in 1930, just
in time for me. The Swallows were the four Walker children, the Ebook Librarys were the two
Blackett girls, and they took their aliases from the two little boats they sailed in the summers on
the author’s reimagining of Lake Windermere in England’s Lake District. In the fourth book,
Winter Holiday, they’re joined by the two Callum children, Dick (a budding scientist) and
Dorothea (a novelist-in-waiting). These two were the characters I felt closest to: Bookish, shy
loners, they were the outsiders who were swept up by the Swallows and Ebook Librarys and
joined in their adventures. I was certainly not an adventurer, and didn’t want to be one, so it
wasn’t the sailing, the camping out, the racing, or the gentle plots that called to me. It was that
community of decent, independent youngsters, superbly individualized by Ransome, trusted by
their parents, enjoying a healthy childhood, having fun. If the Walkers and the Blacketts could
adopt the Callums, they might have made room for me.Over a period of four or five years I read
and reread and re-reread the Ransome books—my favorites as many as fifty times each. They
were the counterpoint to school, homework, playing cards with my parents and occasionally
chess with my father (the only activity we shared), typical nighttime phone calls with classmates,
and radio—the essential entertainment of the period. Since I was sickly (though not as sickly as I
made myself out to be), I was home from school a lot, caught up in radio soap operas—Our Gal
Sunday (the story of an orphaned mountain girl married to Lord Henry Brinthrope, England’s
“richest, most handsome Lord”); Life Can Be Beautiful (the story of the waif Chichi Conrad, who
one day stumbles into benign Papa David Solomon’s Slightly Read Bookshop, where she takes
up permanent residence along with the embittered cripple Stephen); Mary Marlin (theme song:
“Clair de Lune”), in which the heroine, when her husband, Senator Joe Marlin, disappears while
on a secret mission to Siberia, becomes senator in his stead. And let’s not forget Ma Perkins,
Stella Dallas (“based on the immortal novel by Olive Higgins Prouty”), and the quintessential
Romance of Helen Trent, “who, when life mocks her, breaks her hopes, dashes her against the
rocks of despair, fights back bravely, successfully, to prove what so many women long to prove,
that because a woman is thirty-five or more, romance in life need not be over.” (Helen Trent
broadcast for twenty-seven years.) I assume that all this sentimental radio melodrama helped
prepare me for my later immersion, both as reader and as editor, in genre fiction. It was certainly
harmless stuff, since nothing bad or nasty ever really happened, except for the offstage
disappearance of Senator Joe and the inevitable episodes involving either amnesia or trial for
murder (or both) that punctuated the lives of Sunday, Chichi, and the rest. When in the early



1950s, home from Cambridge, I dropped back in on soap opera—just in time to hear the final
episode of Life Can Be Beautiful—everything had changed: Alcoholism, abortion, and adultery
had barged in, the charm was gone, and the soaps were migrating to TV.Soap opera was a
special taste. Nighttime radio was for everyone. Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Red Skelton, Fibber
McGee and Molly, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Eddie Cantor, Fred Allen, Bing Crosby,
Lucky Strike’s Your Hit Parade, Information Please, Fanny Brice as Baby Snooks, were as
pervasive as today’s top TV shows—more so, since there were fewer options. The big fight with
your parents was whether you could have the radio on while you were doing your homework.
They didn’t realize that you were also doing your homework in the late afternoons while tuned in
to the kid shows: Captain Midnight, Little Orphan Annie, and my special passion, Jack
Armstrong (“all-American boy”), another adventurer, often to be found deep in the Ebook Library
jungles and also embedded in a family not his own (his sidekicks Billy and Betty and their Uncle
Jim). Annie was by definition an orphan, as were Tarzan and Kipling’s Mowgli. More deracinated
than any of these was my hero of heroes, the Lone Ranger, who not only needed no one in his
life other than the faithful Tonto and the “great horse Silver” but was hidden behind a mask. I was
also lucky enough to have been in on the birth and early exploits of the comic-book heroes
Superman and Batman—also more or less loners, also masked, and also omnipotent. Comic
books were anathema to parents, their brutality (“POW!” “Wham!”), and the desperate struggles
of their heroes with avatars of Evil, presumably luring us middle-class kids into lives of violence if
not crime.All in all, it was a sweet popular culture, from the anodyne pop music to the daily
“funnies,” which I didn’t get to see since The New York Times didn’t run any, and it was the only
paper we got. So no Popeye, no Dick Tracy, no Li’l Abner. And almost no movies, although
Disney’s Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, released when I was seven, was traumatic for me: I
lay awake at night, terrified by the ravishingly beautiful—and murderous—Queen. There were
also our household’s two essential magazines: Life and The New Yorker.Even the “national
sport,” baseball, which I followed eagerly, was benign. New York had three teams, and I was
crazy about the Yankees (maybe because they usually won) and the Brooklyn Dodgers (maybe
because they were so raffish). I loathed the Giants—who knows why? My family was utterly
unaware of sports, although my father occasionally played golf; once and only once he made me
walk around a golf course with him—the most boring afternoon I ever spent. My parents went to
the theater occasionally, the movies rarely, out to dinner never. Sometimes we played gin rummy,
but mostly, like me, my mother and father read.My mother had had a genteel upbringing in
Boston and New York on no money, her favorite novel George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss. As a
girl, she worked hard at the piano (Czerny exercises, the easier Beethoven sonatas), and she
and her family loved going to the Met (Caruso, Farrar, Ponselle), sitting way up in the family
circle. Because Grampa was an artist (unsuccessful), there were etchings and drawings and
reproductions of paintings in our home, and as I grew older my mother took me to museums
occasionally, and we went to hear the most famous musicians of the day—once each: Vladimir
Horowitz, Arthur Rubinstein, Jascha Heifetz, Marian Anderson, Toscanini. By the time I was in



high school I had my own records—78s, back in those days. Most important were the famous
Glyndebourne recordings of the Mozart operas, Wanda Landowska playing Bach’s Italian
Concerto and The Goldberg Variations, and Caruso. And the big Romantic piano concertos—
Grieg, Rachmaninoff, Tchaikovsky. As for my own piano playing, I just didn’t practice enough—
my ear was good, I was “musical,” I picked my way through simple Beethoven and Mozart, but
alas I never applied myself seriously.And there was Gilbert and Sullivan, whom we sang at
home, my mother at the piano, and in three of whose works I drew attention to myself in summer
camp: as Ko-Ko in The Mikado, Bunthorne in Patience, the Sergeant of the Police in The Pirates
of Penzance. They had to let me play leads since I couldn’t or wouldn’t do much in the sports line
except for Ping-Pong, which required agility, not strength. Awards were given out at the end of
the summer, and there was nothing I could win an award for except acting, although one year I
did get one for volleyball (which I had never once played). The last of my four years at
Meadowbrook Lodge (in the Berkshires), I never once went down to the lake but lay on a blanket
outside our bunk reading Norman Douglas’s scandalous South Wind—not that I understood
what made it scandalous. Obviously, I was not made for summer camp, but what were my
parents to do with me? My bunkmates, among them Eddie (later E. L.) Doctorow, seemed to be
enjoying themselves.I spent a lot of time during the early forties tracking the progress of the war
on the huge fold-out maps that came with the National Geographic and that I taped to the walls
of my bedroom. Somehow, in the summer of 1945, when I was fourteen, I arranged to have The
New York Times delivered to me every day at camp and was jolted out of my self-absorption by
the terrifying news of Hiroshima. Earlier that year, and even more frightening, had appeared
pictures of the newly liberated death camps. For American kids with no relatives fighting, the war
was essentially offstage, except for mild rationing and collecting silver foil and rubber bands for
the war effort; for me, I suppose, it was a different kind of serial drama. Like the rest of the world,
though, I was filled with anticipation about the Allied invasion of France, and when the news of D-
day came over the radio on the morning of June 6, 1944, I rushed outside to buy all the morning
papers. It was one of the most exciting moments of my life.My mother’s cultured background
must have been a major draw to my father, who came from a more typical immigrant family, with
an Orthodox father who barely spoke English and spent his life studying the Talmud and with
whom he did not get along. My father (Charles) made his own way out of Lower East Side
poverty, going (the story persisted) to one high school by day and another by night so that he
could start college (City College) sooner. Then on to NYU law school with the help of
scholarships and what he could earn on the side. At college he fell in love with philosophy and
poetry, founding a Thomas Gray society and determinedly shedding his Lower East Side speech
and manner. He was hungry and driven (and good-looking), and my gentle and impressionable
mother (Martha) was drawn to him like Desdemona to Othello. He didn’t, however, end up
strangling her; stifling her naturally gregarious nature was as far as things went. Except for his
mother, who had died well before I was born, he had little interest in or sympathy for his family, a
family caught up in feuds and resentments. And my mother had no family on the scene either,



except for her father. Nor did I have brothers or sisters—whatever money was available in the
thirties was to be spent on little Bobby. We were an isolated group of three.Even during
Depression and post-Depression times, when funds were low, my father’s great extravagance
was going to Brentano’s, America’s premier bookstore, across the street from his law office on
Fifth Avenue, and indulging himself with half a dozen books, all nonfiction: the Holmes-Laski
correspondence, Bertrand Russell, George Santayana, Karen Horney (whose theories appealed
to him more than Freud’s), the writings of the famous CCNY philosopher Morris Raphael Cohen.
Although we didn’t agree about much, he completely understood when one day when I was in
college I called him in his office, a rare event, to say that I’d just seen a Brentano’s ad offering a
two-volume boxed set of Proust for six dollars, and petitioning him to go across the street and
acquire it for me. It was waiting for me the next time I came home from my dorm.My mother, true
to form, was always reading—old familiar books, books from the public library, and also books
from what were known as lending libraries, usually located in stationery stores or drugstores,
where for a dime or fifteen cents you could borrow the latest in fiction and nonfiction for three
days. I myself, when I was in high school, belonged to three of them, and would read at least one
new book a night in my obsessive need to have devoured every bestseller or potential bestseller
within days of its publication. (Key to this obsession was my addiction to bestseller lists, which I
followed fanatically, and which was due more, I think, to my obsession with statistics than to the
books themselves.) I remember a crisis moment when two new novels—one the new Book-of-
the-Month, the other the new Literary Guild selection—became available for borrowing the day
before I was leaving for summer camp. (One was Margery Sharp’s Brittania Mews, the other, I
think, by Daphne du Maurier.) I was up all night, leaving them for my mother to return the next
day.Given that books were the natural order of things in our family, it seemed reasonable to me
that often the three of us would sit reading at the dinner table; only later did it occur to me that
this was not normal, but a symptom of our particular brand of dysfunction. The way I read was
odd, too: I more or less devoured books—skimming them rather than bringing them into focus
line by line. (One particular attack of showing off, when I was fifteen or sixteen, involved
“reading” War and Peace in a single marathon fourteen-hour session.) This kind of browsing was
a habit I had to break when I became an editor: It was very useful for judging manuscripts
quickly, but editing itself is a slow and laborious process, and in order to go at it properly, I had to
change the way I read.When I was ten or eleven, my parents decided I needed more fresh air
than I was getting on the ninth floor of our apartment building on West Ninety-sixth Street, and I
was commanded to spend at least one hour a day outside. We were only a few yards from
Central Park, but nature had no appeal for me—it still doesn’t have much. There were a few kids
on the block I could and sometimes did play cops and robbers with, but what was the point? I
usually spent the prescribed hour standing next to the doorman, practicing with my yo-yo, until I
could get back upstairs to my books and my radio. From the start, words were more real to me
than real life, and certainly more interesting.As I was steeping myself in the art of the popular
genre writers of the day—Thomas B. Costain (The Black Rose, The Silver Chalice), Frances



Parkinson Keyes (Dinner at Antoine’s, Came a Cavalier), Samuel Shellabarger (Captain from
Castile, Prince of Foxes), Frank Yerby (The Foxes of Harrow, A Woman Called Fancy)—I was
also marching through the middlebrow writers (John P. Marquand, Pearl S. Buck, John O’Hara),
the current literary heroes (Waugh, Orwell, Faulkner), and the classics: Balzac, Dickens, Hardy,
Twain. My crucial literary experience of these pre-college years was my first reading of Emma,
when I was sixteen. When Emma behaves so rudely to poor, harmless, talkative Miss Bates in
the famous scene of the picnic on Box Hill, I was suffused with mortification: I had been forced to
look at my own acts of carelessness and unkindness. Jane Austen had pinned me to the wall. It
was the first time I really made the connection between what I was reading and my inner self.
There was no religious instruction in my life, no guiding principles other than to work hard, and
my mind was not a philosophical one. It was in the novel, beginning with Emma, that I would
discover some kind of moral compass.READINGI BEGAN AS I WOULD GO ON—reading. By
the time I was four, my grandfather had shown me how to do it, mostly by having me follow along
as he read to me. My mother, a New York City public school teacher, left for work early every
morning, but Grampa, her father, who lived with us until he died when I was nine, was always
there, and after breakfast I would climb into his bed and he would tell me stories, teach me
chess, and read aloud. Most important were Kipling’s Jungle Books, and I still have the two
volumes—one bound in mustard, one in green—that he read from, and which thrilled me. But
before that was Dorothy Kunhardt’s Junket Is Nice, which came into the world in 1933, two years
after I did, and which I couldn’t get enough of. (Later, she would write the indispensable Pat the
Bunny.) Although it was a success, Junket Is Nice disappeared—not just my copy, but
altogether. Apparently there were legal problems with the Junket people, and only recently has it
been restored to us. Going back to it after more than seventy-five years, I discovered that it’s
about a little boy who turns out to be smarter than anyone else in the world. What a surprise that
I needed constant access to it!The next book to seize me totally was read to our fourth-grade
class by nice, motherly Mrs. Hurst. It was Lad: A Dog, by Albert Payson Terhune, and dogs were
my passion. But Lad was not a dog like my cute little Waggie; Lad was a collie, and—a recurrent
Terhune theme—a thoroughbred. Albert Payson Terhune did not care for “mongrels,” in fact was
a devoted eugenicist—the burglar whom Lad routs in the middle of the night is, unsurprisingly, a
“negro.” But what did I know about eugenics? Lad was noble, Lad was true. As I discovered on a
recent rereading, among his many exploits Lad saved the life of a five-year-old paralyzed girl by
flinging himself between her and a striking copperhead, not only almost dying from snake venom
but somehow prompting the child to walk. I already loved dogs—so much easier to deal with
than other children—and Lad was not just any dog, as we learn in the first paragraph: “He had
the gay courage of d’Artagnan, and an uncanny wisdom. Also—who could doubt it, after a look
into his mournful brown eyes—he had a soul.” I tried not to show I was crying during Mrs. Hurst’s
read-alouds.Lad: A Dog went through seventy printings in its original edition, and Terhune went
on to write at least thirty other dog books, many of which I read and all of which I assume
displayed the mawkish Terhune style and reflected the repulsive Terhune beliefs. But it was Lad



that revealed to me the amazing power of books to arouse feelings—and therefore to change
lives. I was emotionally prepared when Eric Knight’s Lassie Come-Home (the movie dropped the
hyphen) came my way, an infinitely better book than Lad, which I think I recognized even then.
Horse books didn’t get to me, not even Black Beauty, although I liked and still like Mary O’Hara’s
Flicka trilogy. But it was their boy hero, Ken, with whom I identified, not the horses.Of course I
also read the established children’s classics—Alice, The Wind in the Willows, Tom Sawyer,
Jules Verne, all the Oz books and Dr. Dolittle books—as well as the more recent ones, especially
the inevitable Winnie-the-Poohs. There were also adventure series, which I could take out from
the public library in batches of three or four: Tarzan, naturally, and a successful rip-off series I
liked even more, the only title of which I remember being Bomba the Jungle Boy in the Swamp of
Death, which I haven’t revisited.The key books of my childhood, though—and sometimes, I
think, of my entire life—were the twelve novels by Arthur Ransome, beginning with Swallows and
Ebook Librarys, published in 1930, just in time for me. The Swallows were the four Walker
children, the Ebook Librarys were the two Blackett girls, and they took their aliases from the two
little boats they sailed in the summers on the author’s reimagining of Lake Windermere in
England’s Lake District. In the fourth book, Winter Holiday, they’re joined by the two Callum
children, Dick (a budding scientist) and Dorothea (a novelist-in-waiting). These two were the
characters I felt closest to: Bookish, shy loners, they were the outsiders who were swept up by
the Swallows and Ebook Librarys and joined in their adventures. I was certainly not an
adventurer, and didn’t want to be one, so it wasn’t the sailing, the camping out, the racing, or the
gentle plots that called to me. It was that community of decent, independent youngsters,
superbly individualized by Ransome, trusted by their parents, enjoying a healthy childhood,
having fun. If the Walkers and the Blacketts could adopt the Callums, they might have made
room for me.Over a period of four or five years I read and reread and re-reread the Ransome
books—my favorites as many as fifty times each. They were the counterpoint to school,
homework, playing cards with my parents and occasionally chess with my father (the only
activity we shared), typical nighttime phone calls with classmates, and radio—the essential
entertainment of the period. Since I was sickly (though not as sickly as I made myself out to be),
I was home from school a lot, caught up in radio soap operas—Our Gal Sunday (the story of an
orphaned mountain girl married to Lord Henry Brinthrope, England’s “richest, most handsome
Lord”); Life Can Be Beautiful (the story of the waif Chichi Conrad, who one day stumbles into
benign Papa David Solomon’s Slightly Read Bookshop, where she takes up permanent
residence along with the embittered cripple Stephen); Mary Marlin (theme song: “Clair de
Lune”), in which the heroine, when her husband, Senator Joe Marlin, disappears while on a
secret mission to Siberia, becomes senator in his stead. And let’s not forget Ma Perkins, Stella
Dallas (“based on the immortal novel by Olive Higgins Prouty”), and the quintessential Romance
of Helen Trent, “who, when life mocks her, breaks her hopes, dashes her against the rocks of
despair, fights back bravely, successfully, to prove what so many women long to prove, that
because a woman is thirty-five or more, romance in life need not be over.” (Helen Trent



broadcast for twenty-seven years.) I assume that all this sentimental radio melodrama helped
prepare me for my later immersion, both as reader and as editor, in genre fiction. It was certainly
harmless stuff, since nothing bad or nasty ever really happened, except for the offstage
disappearance of Senator Joe and the inevitable episodes involving either amnesia or trial for
murder (or both) that punctuated the lives of Sunday, Chichi, and the rest. When in the early
1950s, home from Cambridge, I dropped back in on soap opera—just in time to hear the final
episode of Life Can Be Beautiful—everything had changed: Alcoholism, abortion, and adultery
had barged in, the charm was gone, and the soaps were migrating to TV.Soap opera was a
special taste. Nighttime radio was for everyone. Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Red Skelton, Fibber
McGee and Molly, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Eddie Cantor, Fred Allen, Bing Crosby,
Lucky Strike’s Your Hit Parade, Information Please, Fanny Brice as Baby Snooks, were as
pervasive as today’s top TV shows—more so, since there were fewer options. The big fight with
your parents was whether you could have the radio on while you were doing your homework.
They didn’t realize that you were also doing your homework in the late afternoons while tuned in
to the kid shows: Captain Midnight, Little Orphan Annie, and my special passion, Jack
Armstrong (“all-American boy”), another adventurer, often to be found deep in the Ebook Library
jungles and also embedded in a family not his own (his sidekicks Billy and Betty and their Uncle
Jim). Annie was by definition an orphan, as were Tarzan and Kipling’s Mowgli. More deracinated
than any of these was my hero of heroes, the Lone Ranger, who not only needed no one in his
life other than the faithful Tonto and the “great horse Silver” but was hidden behind a mask. I was
also lucky enough to have been in on the birth and early exploits of the comic-book heroes
Superman and Batman—also more or less loners, also masked, and also omnipotent. Comic
books were anathema to parents, their brutality (“POW!” “Wham!”), and the desperate struggles
of their heroes with avatars of Evil, presumably luring us middle-class kids into lives of violence if
not crime.All in all, it was a sweet popular culture, from the anodyne pop music to the daily
“funnies,” which I didn’t get to see since The New York Times didn’t run any, and it was the only
paper we got. So no Popeye, no Dick Tracy, no Li’l Abner. And almost no movies, although
Disney’s Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, released when I was seven, was traumatic for me: I
lay awake at night, terrified by the ravishingly beautiful—and murderous—Queen. There were
also our household’s two essential magazines: Life and The New Yorker.Even the “national
sport,” baseball, which I followed eagerly, was benign. New York had three teams, and I was
crazy about the Yankees (maybe because they usually won) and the Brooklyn Dodgers (maybe
because they were so raffish). I loathed the Giants—who knows why? My family was utterly
unaware of sports, although my father occasionally played golf; once and only once he made me
walk around a golf course with him—the most boring afternoon I ever spent. My parents went to
the theater occasionally, the movies rarely, out to dinner never. Sometimes we played gin rummy,
but mostly, like me, my mother and father read.My mother had had a genteel upbringing in
Boston and New York on no money, her favorite novel George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss. As a
girl, she worked hard at the piano (Czerny exercises, the easier Beethoven sonatas), and she



and her family loved going to the Met (Caruso, Farrar, Ponselle), sitting way up in the family
circle. Because Grampa was an artist (unsuccessful), there were etchings and drawings and
reproductions of paintings in our home, and as I grew older my mother took me to museums
occasionally, and we went to hear the most famous musicians of the day—once each: Vladimir
Horowitz, Arthur Rubinstein, Jascha Heifetz, Marian Anderson, Toscanini. By the time I was in
high school I had my own records—78s, back in those days. Most important were the famous
Glyndebourne recordings of the Mozart operas, Wanda Landowska playing Bach’s Italian
Concerto and The Goldberg Variations, and Caruso. And the big Romantic piano concertos—
Grieg, Rachmaninoff, Tchaikovsky. As for my own piano playing, I just didn’t practice enough—
my ear was good, I was “musical,” I picked my way through simple Beethoven and Mozart, but
alas I never applied myself seriously.And there was Gilbert and Sullivan, whom we sang at
home, my mother at the piano, and in three of whose works I drew attention to myself in summer
camp: as Ko-Ko in The Mikado, Bunthorne in Patience, the Sergeant of the Police in The Pirates
of Penzance. They had to let me play leads since I couldn’t or wouldn’t do much in the sports line
except for Ping-Pong, which required agility, not strength. Awards were given out at the end of
the summer, and there was nothing I could win an award for except acting, although one year I
did get one for volleyball (which I had never once played). The last of my four years at
Meadowbrook Lodge (in the Berkshires), I never once went down to the lake but lay on a blanket
outside our bunk reading Norman Douglas’s scandalous South Wind—not that I understood
what made it scandalous. Obviously, I was not made for summer camp, but what were my
parents to do with me? My bunkmates, among them Eddie (later E. L.) Doctorow, seemed to be
enjoying themselves.I spent a lot of time during the early forties tracking the progress of the war
on the huge fold-out maps that came with the National Geographic and that I taped to the walls
of my bedroom. Somehow, in the summer of 1945, when I was fourteen, I arranged to have The
New York Times delivered to me every day at camp and was jolted out of my self-absorption by
the terrifying news of Hiroshima. Earlier that year, and even more frightening, had appeared
pictures of the newly liberated death camps. For American kids with no relatives fighting, the war
was essentially offstage, except for mild rationing and collecting silver foil and rubber bands for
the war effort; for me, I suppose, it was a different kind of serial drama. Like the rest of the world,
though, I was filled with anticipation about the Allied invasion of France, and when the news of D-
day came over the radio on the morning of June 6, 1944, I rushed outside to buy all the morning
papers. It was one of the most exciting moments of my life.My mother’s cultured background
must have been a major draw to my father, who came from a more typical immigrant family, with
an Orthodox father who barely spoke English and spent his life studying the Talmud and with
whom he did not get along. My father (Charles) made his own way out of Lower East Side
poverty, going (the story persisted) to one high school by day and another by night so that he
could start college (City College) sooner. Then on to NYU law school with the help of
scholarships and what he could earn on the side. At college he fell in love with philosophy and
poetry, founding a Thomas Gray society and determinedly shedding his Lower East Side speech



and manner. He was hungry and driven (and good-looking), and my gentle and impressionable
mother (Martha) was drawn to him like Desdemona to Othello. He didn’t, however, end up
strangling her; stifling her naturally gregarious nature was as far as things went. Except for his
mother, who had died well before I was born, he had little interest in or sympathy for his family, a
family caught up in feuds and resentments. And my mother had no family on the scene either,
except for her father. Nor did I have brothers or sisters—whatever money was available in the
thirties was to be spent on little Bobby. We were an isolated group of three.Even during
Depression and post-Depression times, when funds were low, my father’s great extravagance
was going to Brentano’s, America’s premier bookstore, across the street from his law office on
Fifth Avenue, and indulging himself with half a dozen books, all nonfiction: the Holmes-Laski
correspondence, Bertrand Russell, George Santayana, Karen Horney (whose theories appealed
to him more than Freud’s), the writings of the famous CCNY philosopher Morris Raphael Cohen.
Although we didn’t agree about much, he completely understood when one day when I was in
college I called him in his office, a rare event, to say that I’d just seen a Brentano’s ad offering a
two-volume boxed set of Proust for six dollars, and petitioning him to go across the street and
acquire it for me. It was waiting for me the next time I came home from my dorm.My mother, true
to form, was always reading—old familiar books, books from the public library, and also books
from what were known as lending libraries, usually located in stationery stores or drugstores,
where for a dime or fifteen cents you could borrow the latest in fiction and nonfiction for three
days. I myself, when I was in high school, belonged to three of them, and would read at least one
new book a night in my obsessive need to have devoured every bestseller or potential bestseller
within days of its publication. (Key to this obsession was my addiction to bestseller lists, which I
followed fanatically, and which was due more, I think, to my obsession with statistics than to the
books themselves.) I remember a crisis moment when two new novels—one the new Book-of-
the-Month, the other the new Literary Guild selection—became available for borrowing the day
before I was leaving for summer camp. (One was Margery Sharp’s Brittania Mews, the other, I
think, by Daphne du Maurier.) I was up all night, leaving them for my mother to return the next
day.Given that books were the natural order of things in our family, it seemed reasonable to me
that often the three of us would sit reading at the dinner table; only later did it occur to me that
this was not normal, but a symptom of our particular brand of dysfunction. The way I read was
odd, too: I more or less devoured books—skimming them rather than bringing them into focus
line by line. (One particular attack of showing off, when I was fifteen or sixteen, involved
“reading” War and Peace in a single marathon fourteen-hour session.) This kind of browsing was
a habit I had to break when I became an editor: It was very useful for judging manuscripts
quickly, but editing itself is a slow and laborious process, and in order to go at it properly, I had to
change the way I read.When I was ten or eleven, my parents decided I needed more fresh air
than I was getting on the ninth floor of our apartment building on West Ninety-sixth Street, and I
was commanded to spend at least one hour a day outside. We were only a few yards from
Central Park, but nature had no appeal for me—it still doesn’t have much. There were a few kids



on the block I could and sometimes did play cops and robbers with, but what was the point? I
usually spent the prescribed hour standing next to the doorman, practicing with my yo-yo, until I
could get back upstairs to my books and my radio. From the start, words were more real to me
than real life, and certainly more interesting.As I was steeping myself in the art of the popular
genre writers of the day—Thomas B. Costain (The Black Rose, The Silver Chalice), Frances
Parkinson Keyes (Dinner at Antoine’s, Came a Cavalier), Samuel Shellabarger (Captain from
Castile, Prince of Foxes), Frank Yerby (The Foxes of Harrow, A Woman Called Fancy)—I was
also marching through the middlebrow writers (John P. Marquand, Pearl S. Buck, John O’Hara),
the current literary heroes (Waugh, Orwell, Faulkner), and the classics: Balzac, Dickens, Hardy,
Twain. My crucial literary experience of these pre-college years was my first reading of Emma,
when I was sixteen. When Emma behaves so rudely to poor, harmless, talkative Miss Bates in
the famous scene of the picnic on Box Hill, I was suffused with mortification: I had been forced to
look at my own acts of carelessness and unkindness. Jane Austen had pinned me to the wall. It
was the first time I really made the connection between what I was reading and my inner self.
There was no religious instruction in my life, no guiding principles other than to work hard, and
my mind was not a philosophical one. It was in the novel, beginning with Emma, that I would
discover some kind of moral compass.LEARNINGMY FIRST SCHOOL was a tiny affair called
the Dunham Day School. It was in the Bronx, somewhere in our solid, prosperous neighborhood
close to Yankee Stadium and the imposing Bronx County Courthouse. I was one of five kids in
my class, and in my final year the five of us shared a classroom with the next highest class—of
ten. It was like a one-room prairie schoolhouse, and the methods of teaching were just as old-
fashioned, complete with blackboard, chalk, rulers, and inkwells.And learning by rote. Most
important: the multiplication tables. “Two times two is four,” we chanted day in, day out, “two
times three is six,” and up through the tricky twelves. Then the five of us stood in a line and were
grilled. If you got the answer right, you stayed where you were; if you got it wrong, you went to the
foot of the line. There was no way I was going to the foot of a line, so I mastered my multiplication
tables. After months of this, I could more or less intone the tables in my sleep: If on my deathbed
someone says, “Six times seven,” I’ll mutter, “Forty-two.” The same methods were applied to
spelling, with the same results. This approach was rigorous, it was mindless, and it worked. I
didn’t need to understand the principles, I needed to know that six times seven is forty-two.The
only exciting thing about the Dunham Day School was that while my class was reciting the
tables, the kids in the next grade up were reciting the names of the forty-eight states, their
capitals, and their largest cities. “Maine: largest city, Portland; capital, Augusta. New Hampshire:
largest city, Manchester; capital, Concord.” I soaked up this data, and at the prompting of my
parents would recite the list to anyone who came to our house who was willing to listen. (Though
what choice did they have?) It was marginally less embarrassing than playing the piano—badly
—for them.When we moved to Manhattan, I was sent for fourth grade to a small and somewhat
precious private school in the West Nineties which still exists, though it crossed the park many
years ago. It was called Birch-Wathen, having been founded by two ladies: Miss Birch, who



presided over the high school, and Mrs. Wathen, who oversaw the lower school. Tiny Mrs.
Wathen was a benevolent spirit, somewhat ethereal—she had white hair piled high, wore hand-
knitted suits in grays and greens, and in her cozy office kept a pair of canaries (or were they
doves?). Every Friday she gave a poetry class during which we recited and memorized such
sweetly pretty verses as “Ann, Ann! Come quick as you can! / There’s a fish that talks in the
frying pan!” (Walter de la Mare) and “Up the airy mountain / Down the rushy glen / We daren’t go
a-hunting / For fear of little men” (William Allingham). At our grade-school graduation ceremony
she crooned, “You are the fairy children.” As for schoolwork, my favorite occupation was making
maps to scale—my “Africa” was a masterpiece—and I liked arithmetic because it was so logical
and trustworthy.Whereas Mrs. Wathen was comforting, Miss Birch was tough: a round, hard
woman with no charm. Or maybe I just thought that because she made it clear that she didn’t like
me—I was restless and a smart aleck. She was determined to run her school as if it were
Protestant and English: We sang hymns, and had “chapel” once a week. This was pure self-
delusion on her part, since more than three-quarters of the students were Jewish. On the High
Holy Days, out of my class of thirty-nine only the four Gentiles and atheistical me would be
present. (My parents were confirmed atheists.) One of my few friends among the teachers
confided in me that on one Yom Kippur Miss Birch asked the faculty why there were so many
absences. “Because it’s Yom Kippur, Miss Birch,” someone said. “Ridiculous,” she said. “This
isn’t a Jewish school.”Certainly none of the teachers was Jewish. Definitely not Mademoiselle
Gallairand, a severely unattractive woman with (I think) a good heart. “Robaire,” she said to me
more than once, “at the teachers’ meetings I am the only one who defends you, and now you
haven’t done your homework!” Defend me against what charges? I never knew. I suppose I just
didn’t fit in, either with the faux-genteel pretensions of Birch-Wathen or with the majority of my
schoolmates, who tended to live on ritzy Central Park West or Park Avenue and whose families
belonged to country clubs.My one great friend on the faculty was the math teacher, Miss Lewis—
Mary-Jean Lewis—from Winnetka, Illinois, a sweet, nervous woman whom everyone liked and
no one took seriously. I think she was fond of me because I was the only one of her students who
really loved her subject. On the other hand, I was a problem in class. Algebra in particular was so
easy that I went crazy trying to stay quiet while most of the others struggled to comprehend what
seemed to me so obvious. Every math class was an hour of torture; there were days when I
would just have to get up and wander around the room. Finally, to settle me down, Mary-Jean
would have me teach the class—frustrating in a different way.One day she asked me what a
Jewish service was like. She had asked the wrong boy—given the fact of my parents’ atheism,
I’d never been to one. We decided to investigate, and a classmate who belonged to an Orthodox
synagogue invited the two of us to attend one Friday evening. It was not a success. The
congregation was segregated by gender, so she and I were separated—even more bewildered
than we would have been sitting together. To make things worse, when she tried to light a
cigarette outside on the street, she was told by an official to stop.This was my last venture into a
synagogue until, a dozen years later, I found myself walking down Fifth Avenue past the fancy



Reform Temple Emanu-El and decided that since I had explored churches and cathedrals all
over Europe, I should see what a great synagogue was like. As I entered, a guard came up to me
and said, “I’m sorry, we don’t allow tourists here.” So ended my experiments with Jewish places
of worship. But my problem with religion didn’t stem from these misadventures. I’ve simply
always lacked even the slightest religious impulse—when people talk about their faith, I can’t
connect with what they’re talking about. This isn’t a decision I came to, or a deep belief or
principle; I’m just religion-deaf, the way tone-deaf people hear sounds but not music. I suppose
my religion is reading.Our assigned reading through high school veered from Julius Caesar, A
Tale of Two Cities, Silas Marner, Ivanhoe, and the Romantic poets to Lost Horizon and The
Bridge of San Luis Rey. It could have been worse. Luckily, we also had to memorize some
poetry: one sonnet each by Shakespeare, Wordsworth, and Keats, Falstaff’s great speech about
honor in Henry IV, Part One, and the opening passage of The Canterbury Tales (“Whan that
Aprille with his shoures soote / The droghte of March hath perced to the roote…”). I can still
summon up most of these selections—maybe the happiest residue of my Birch-Wathen
education. And I can’t get “Ann, Ann! Come quick as you can!” out of my head.It was, all in all, an
education that kept me unchallenged and unstimulated. I hated Latin because I hated the Latin
teacher, and I got straight A’s in physics and chemistry, subjects in which I had no interest and of
which I had no understanding, by memorizing the textbook the night before big tests. Twenty-
four hours later I had forgotten everything I had memorized, but I had learned how to take tests.
If I did any sports, I don’t remember them. The one distinguished thing Birch-Wathen offered was
that our glee club was led, once a week, by the esteemed Hugh Ross, head of the famous
Schola Cantorum, friend and colleague of Toscanini, Stravinsky, Boulez, et al., for decades
chorus master at Tanglewood. I can only imagine what this important musician made of having
to train a bunch of mostly unmusical and uninterested schoolkids to sing songs like “Columbia,
the Gem of the Ocean.” Although I loved music, I was too ignorant or too self-absorbed to notice
the distinction Mr. Ross offered us.My nine-year stretch at Birch-Wathen was interrupted when I
spent the winter of seventh grade with my mother in Tucson, Arizona. The ostensible reason was
my erratic health (sinusitis, general debility), and at the time I didn’t question it. Only decades
later, when my mother was dying, did she tell me that the real reason was a crisis in my parents’
marriage. My father wanted a divorce (for the usual reasons), my mother refused (“for the sake of
the child”—me), and they compromised on this period apart. I barely remember Tucson or the
large, agreeable public school, the only one I ever attended. It was wartime, and Tucson was the
major Air Force base in the Southwest, but the swarms of airmen barely impinged on our tidy,
eventless existence. The entire episode isn’t worth recalling except for an extraordinary reminder
that came along almost twenty years later. I was at a small dinner party being given by my friend
Richard Howard and was seated next to the emerging literary celebrity Susan Sontag. We’d
never met but were happily chatting away (Susan was always easy to talk to) when somehow the
subject of Tucson came up—I don’t think I’d mentioned my stay there to anyone in all the
intervening years. It turned out that she had been there, too—her stepfather one of those Air



Force officers—and she too had been at Mansfield Junior High in 1943. And in the seventh
grade. We had been classmates. A bizarre coincidence, but more bizarre was the fact that it had
surfaced.Back in New York, when I was thirteen or so, I was struck by a passion for the theater.
When I was five, I had been taken to my first show, the spectacular Rodgers and Hart musical
Jumbo, in the even more spectacular newly renovated Hippodrome, the largest theater in
America. Jumbo itself was best known for Jimmy Durante and a live elephant. All I remember is
the vastness of the auditorium and, just maybe, the elephant. Next came Life with Father, which
ran for eight years and was seen by every middle-class child in New York—an essential rite of
passage, like The Nutcracker today. More musicals—Oklahoma!, of course; Oscar
Hammerstein’s Carmen Jones; Mary Martin in One Touch of Venus—and several hailed
dramatic events: the visit of the Old Vic with Laurence Olivier and Ralph Richardson in Henry IV,
parts one and two, Uncle Vanya, Oedipus Rex, and The Critic; the Paul Robeson–José Ferrer
Othello for my graduation from junior high (I was disgruntled because it wasn’t a musical); and—
bless my parents—Laurette Taylor in The Glass Menagerie. By then I was old enough to realize
how beautiful the play was and how great her performance—I still think the greatest I’ve ever
seen; it wasn’t acting, it was real life, but transcendent.By the time I was fourteen I was on my
own. Most Saturdays I would take the subway down to the theater district and stand in line to buy
a single ticket for whatever shows had opened to good reviews that week. That’s how I spent my
allowance, buying $1.20 or $1.80 seats in the upper balcony. It was a heyday for Broadway hits—
Harvey, I Remember Mama (the young brother Nels was played by Marlon Brando), Carousel,
the thrillingly sophisticated On the Town, The Madwoman of Chaillot, dozens more. These solo
ventures were daring for me: I was an overprotected boy who had hardly ever done anything on
his own. The climax was Eugene O’Neill’s The Iceman Cometh, which was so long it played no
matinees—it was the first time I had ever gone alone to the theater at night. This was the height
of worldliness for a fearful fifteen-year-old. (I would have been more fearful if I had realized at the
time that the nice man sitting next to me was trying to pick me up.) Theater opened up my life. I
was still in thrall to reading, but even more exciting were those anguished moments of
anticipation alone in a theater (having arrived half an hour early), waiting feverishly for the curtain
to go up.Even so, the most decisive cultural event of my high-school years followed the arrival at
Birch-Wathen in my senior year of a young, lively English teacher named Kay Muhs
(pronounced “mews”). She was as out of place there as I was, and we hit it off—more like co-
conspirators than teacher and student. A month or so before graduation, Kay invited me and my
close friend Joan to a Saturday matinee at the City Center of something called Ballet Society. I
had never heard of it, but I went—what could be more glamorous than going to the theater with a
teacher? What proved to be far more glamorous, more moving, more earth-shattering was the
performance of George Balanchine’s latest masterpiece, Orpheus, just one week old. I was
overwhelmed. Here was a reward for the years of dullness at school; here was a release of
feelings and imagination that only certain books, and occasionally theater, had previously
provided. It was May 1948, and within months Lincoln Kirstein’s Ballet Society would morph into



the New York City Ballet and I would begin my undergraduate life at Columbia College, a quick
subway ride to the City Center, where I would obsess over Balanchine and his dancers for the
next four years. One day, against all odds, they would become an essential part of my life.In
those days Birch-Wathen imposed on all the seniors an aptitude test administered by some
outside agency, to help steer us along appropriate career paths. The school official whose job it
was to discuss the results with each of us was openly unhappy about mine, making it clear to me
that the preferred outcome was one that identified a single strong predilection—Bob would be a
terrific accountant; Joan would be an excellent English teacher. My results were weighted too
heavily at both ends of the spectrum. I would be a good match for half a dozen or so professions
(confusing and counterproductive), and there were all too many professions for which I would be
a disaster. I remember that I was the only one in the class who scored two zeroes: one for forest
ranger, one for undertaker. (I could have identified a third: lawyer. I had spent too many years
observing my father.)One of the benefits meant to accrue from this test was a hint about the
colleges we should consider applying to. In my case, however, there was only one choice. For
my mother, born in Boston and proud of her Boston roots, Harvard was the Great Good Place,
and I think my father felt the same way. This was at a time when Harvard was the accepted
summit of American education, with Yale and Princeton slightly behind and such places as
Stanford or Berkeley nonexistent. There were the huge state universities—Michigan, Wisconsin,
Ohio; there was the radical University of Chicago, with its tantalizing “Great Books” program; and
there were the “experimental” little places like Swarthmore and Oberlin. None of these fell within
the expectations of my parents, whose only snobberies were educational. So for me it was
Harvard or … nothing.My marks were fine, but my Harvard interview was a disaster—I was
tense, scruffy, showing off—and the interviewer was actively unsympathetic. In addition, there
was the notorious Jewish quota, and I was the worst kind of Jew (because there were so many
of us hoping to get in): a New York Jew. When I was rejected I was humiliated but not surprised.I
had been told that you had to apply to at least two colleges, and I had no second choice, so
arbitrarily I put down Columbia; I didn’t know much about it, but at least it was in New York. This
interview was almost farcically opposite to the Harvard one. I was still scruffy, but I wasn’t tense
and I wasn’t showing off because I wasn’t invested in the outcome. The interviewer—he must
have been about forty—was a Mr. Alexander, and almost from the first moment, he was explicit: I
was exactly the kind of boy he wanted at Columbia. I told him I hoped for Harvard, but that didn’t
put him off. When I heard that the dorms didn’t accept students who had homes in New York,
and told him I couldn’t go on living with my family, he said he would make certain that an
exception was made for me. Of course I was flattered, but I wasn’t grateful—or convinced. I
might not be good enough for Harvard, but I was certainly too good for Columbia! As it turned
out, I had no choice.Mr. Alexander, whom I never saw again, was the second person, after Kay
Muhs, to radically change my life for the better. Harvard in all its self-satisfaction would have
been a calamity for me, as I realized later when I became somewhat familiar with it. And
Columbia in the late forties and early fifties was exactly right. It wasn’t so much the actual



(strong) education it offered, it was the place itself—the atmosphere, the intellectual challenge.
And it afforded me the excitements of New York in those heady post-war years—a golden age
for theater, dance, “foreign” film. Birch-Wathen had been a lethargic backwater; the energy of
Columbia and New York helped release my own energy. Many young people find college a place
where they can reinvent themselves. For me, it was the place where my true self could begin to
emerge.That meant, primarily, that I found a literary world I could happily swim in. There were
famous teachers—Lionel Trilling, Mark Van Doren, and others—who together constituted what
was considered by many the country’s finest English department, but they were not central to my
college experience. Rather, I had blundered into a group of fellow students who were as
obsessed with books as I was. There were compulsory courses outside my interests, but I dealt
with them the way I’d dealt with physics and chemistry in high school—score A’s on tests and
papers and forget everything. (Worst was economics, which I took at my father’s insistence—
almost as boring as golf.) We also had compulsory athletics. I survived fencing; bowling (in the
basement of Riverside Church, which sported Gothic phone booths)—I could barely pick up the
ball, let alone send it down the lane; my nemesis, volleyball, which I attended with a friend who,
like me, was blind without his glasses (we stood in the back row and flinched when the ball came
our way); track (I’d go to the gym, sign in, change, sit in the locker room reading, change back,
sign out). The year I entered Columbia, 1948, was also the year Dwight Eisenhower became
president of the university, a prestigious stopgap on his way to NATO and the White House. He
spoke to our incoming class of ’52. “We’re all freshmen together,” he said with the famous
twinkle. And, later, “I hope to see all-round young men here. We don’t want greasy grinds at
Columbia.” But there I was—inevitably a grind, if not greasy.Ike’s thinking was typical of the post-
war moment, and so were the rules regarding social and sexual conduct. Central was the ban
against any female other than your mother entering your dorm room, and she was welcome only
on Friday afternoons. Who could have guessed that by my daughter’s college years young men
and women would be sharing the showers? But these rules in no way affected the way we
conducted ourselves. As ever and always, young people found each other and did what young
(and older) people do. By my junior year I was living outside the dorm with the girl who would
become my first wife, and everyone I knew was in perpetual heat, and acting on it. (Was that
what constituted being all-round men?) Sex, as others have remarked, wasn’t invented in the
sixties.In fact, in the late forties and early fifties New York was enjoying a new “bohemian”
moment—which, as it had decades earlier, flourished in the Village. It was there you found the
new artists, the jazz clubs, the rather tamely louche bars—most startlingly, the gay and lesbian
bars. None of it was for me, though: I was far too timid, repressed, and naïve for anything even
tamely louche. Even the Museum of Modern Art, a famously convenient pick-up venue, was a
place I went to see movies like Carl Dreyer’s The Passion of Joan of Arc and to experience
Picasso’s Guernica rather than to encounter girls.Real life was at Columbia, not in the
classrooms but in the surround, as I started meeting people I could talk to. The crucial encounter
was with Dick Howard (now Richard, but never to me). He was a year older and a year ahead,



but that never really registered. Someone took me to his dorm room and there was instant and
total connection. He was infinitely more sophisticated than I was, but not intellectually, the way
that mattered; there we were on even terms, our interests coinciding and our literary excitements
mutual. Immediately that afternoon we set off together for the Gotham Book Mart, the West
Forty-seventh Street bookstore of legend (“Wise Men Fish Here”) reigned over by the formidable
Miss Frances Steloff, always in her electric-blue smock and with her indispensable pencil poked
through her white hair. (“You,” she once snapped at me when there was no one else in the store.
“Go to the corner and bring me a hot dog and an orange drink!” It was the only one of the dozens
of times I was in her store that she acknowledged my existence.)From the start, then, Dick and I
were bound together by books. But also by other things—mostly, I suppose, by shared tastes
and interests (and snobberies). There’s a need, when you’re young, to announce your
standards, your preferences; to identify yourself through your choices. They can be political,
sports-related, dress-related (that’s usually high school). In our case, they were cultural.
Shakespeare, yes; Milton, no. Bach and Mozart, yes; Tchaikovsky, no (that would change). Henry
James, yes; Stendhal, yes; Balzac, yes. Les Misérables, no (that would change, too). Jane
Austen, George Eliot, Chekhov, yes; Tennessee Williams, yes; Arthur Miller, no. Abstract art, yes;
realism, no. Balanchine and Martha Graham, yes; Fred Astaire, yes; Gene Kelly, no.
Metaphysical poetry, yes; Faulkner, yes; Hemingway, no. Eliot and Pound and Yeats, of course.
Proust, yes—the most emphatic yes. But Gide yes, too. Movies, yes; television, no. And on and
on. In other words, we shared an aristocracy of taste that was acute, impassioned, and snobbish
—perfect glue for a young friendship.All this was outside our academic work, which was mainly
geared, sensibly enough, to kids who had read less than we had. A general course on American
poetry was taught by Mark Van Doren and attended by boys who had not only never read Emily
Dickinson but had never heard of her; Van Doren didn’t seem to mind. Dick and I took a seminar
on Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde, taught by an elderly genial professor out of a distant past.
There were six of us, only two of whom ever said anything. (Guess which two.) For a happy term
we did nothing but read this great poem aloud, which was certainly more educational and
satisfying than any discussion among this group would have been. The prominent literary critic F.
W. Dupee—also genial but smart as well—was stuck with the two of us in the front row of his
class on contemporary literature (Joyce, Eliot, Kafka, Woolf, Proust, et al.). We wouldn’t stop
talking (well, somebody had to talk), until he kept us after class one day and guaranteed us A’s if
we would just stay away—an offer we couldn’t refuse.The major disappointment for me was
Trilling’s nineteenth-century English literature course, the third and final year of the prescribed
three-year sequence for English majors. I had read and absorbed his famous book The Liberal
Imagination (what English major hadn’t?), but my burning interest was text, not imagination; the
severe and indignant judgments of Cambridge’s F. R. Leavis were my touchstones, and his
magazine Scrutiny my bible. I felt that the graying Trilling wasn’t really interested in
undergraduates, that his prime concern was with his postgraduate seminars with their historical/
sociological emphasis. When he asked us to vote in class on which we preferred, Jane Eyre or



Wuthering Heights, I was offended at being used as a sociological guinea pig and mortified
because in my certainty there was no choice—Emily was so clearly the only Brontë. (There’s
always something for a snob to be snobbish about.) I recently came upon a letter to me from
Cynthia Ozick dated 1998, in which she quotes an interview with John Hollander that she had
just read: “[After] Trilling published ‘Wordsworth and the Rabbis,’ some of us felt a little funny
about it … It caused one man, Robert Gottlieb … to come in the next day and just before Trilling
came to class, post himself outside the room and recite ‘Tintern Abbey’ with a Yiddish accent.’” I
did? I guess so, if John says I did.Among Trilling’s prize students just before my day had been
Allen Ginsberg, Norman Podhoretz, and Jason Epstein. Jason and I got to know each other
years later when I was at Knopf and he was running Random House, Knopf’s sister publishing
house, and we’ve had a collegial relationship ever since, not, however, based on college.
Podhoretz I never knew. But I was friendly with, though not close to, Ginsberg, who was an
agreeable and unassuming young guy—I knew nothing about his poetry. My most pronounced
memory of him was of my surprise when he came to see me off when I sailed for Europe on a
freighter in 1951. I was even more surprised when my mother mentioned in a letter that a very
nice, polite boy named Allen had gone out of his way to see her home.As I’ve suggested, it
wasn’t the classes at Columbia that I found nourishing but the surround—the intense
atmosphere of seriousness about literature. I read and read, usually all night (since I didn’t
bother to get up for most morning classes), devouring everything by everybody. All of
Shakespeare, naturally, especially because the most brilliant of our teachers was a short,
chubby man—caponesque, really—named Andrew Chiappe, whose intense lectures,
punctuated by his blazing readings from the texts, were utterly thrilling. His were the only
morning classes I would drag myself out of bed to attend. Jason would later employ Chiappe as
his chief adviser when he was founding Anchor Books at Doubleday, the first and most influential
of the trade paperback lines.I also read my way through the great Russians and the major
French novelists; all of Austen (of course), Dickens, Thackeray, Eliot, Hardy, Fielding,
Richardson, and the other important English novelists; Melville and Hawthorne; plus the moderns
—Lawrence, Woolf, Forster, Joyce, etc. What was the point of reading only some of a writer’s
work? In the summers I would sweep straight through a writer chronologically—one year,
Conrad; the next, Cather. But the writer who meant most to me was Henry James. This was at
the height of the James revival, though it wasn’t his emergence as a great figure that propelled
me; it was the way he thought and the glory of his style. More important, the moral issues he
probed reflected my own inner life more closely than those of any other writer except perhaps
Proust. For me, James was not just a writer but an issue: Anyone who didn’t appreciate him (my
father, for instance) was outside my universe and worthy of contempt. One of the great days of
my early life was the morning after I saw an ad in the Sunday Times Book Review for the
complete New York Edition of James’s work. Where I found the hundred dollars to buy it I don’t
know—probably borrowed it from Dick, whose background was far more affluent than mine—but
I was outside the bookstore when it opened that Monday morning, and I carried the prize home.



I’m looking at it as I write.My close high-school friend Liz Lahm (her father—a founder of the
Lamston five-and-dime store chain—was another older person who was endlessly generous to
me) had gone to Connecticut College for Women, where she grew close to a girl from Wellesley,
Massachusetts, named Muriel Higgins and decided we were meant for each other. As it turned
out, we both were and weren’t. Muriel had an original mind, strong opinions, and sultry looks,
and we had a good time together. Apart from anything else, she was a voracious reader, and a
very intelligent one. She was also considerably more worldly than I was—by the time she was
sixteen she was drinking martinis when she went out to dinner with her parents! I didn’t even
drink beer. I thought she was the Scarlet Woman. By our third year of college she had transferred
to Columbia and we were living together off-campus. Her roofing-contractor father didn’t
approve of me—I believe his verdict was “If I had a son like that, I’d take him out and drown him
like a sick kitten.” In return, my father loathed Muriel: She was too assertive, and “Catholics all
revert in the end.” (She was about as Catholic as I was Jewish.)So I was part of a couple, which
often became a threesome, since my friendship with Dick was never diluted, and luckily he and
Muriel interested and amused each other: He respected her strong mind and her tough humor.
We had other friends, too—Dick was particularly gregarious. For one thing, he collected young
men whom he would fascinate, seduce, and grow bored with; from the beginning he was totally
out. (No, it didn’t all start with Stonewall.) Like Queen Victoria, I did not approve—no problem
with his being gay, but I deplored his casual treatment of these bedazzled and bewildered boys. I
had inherited not only my mother’s naïveté but my father’s puritanism.Dick had a close friend
from his childhood in Cleveland, Anne Loesser, niece of the songwriter Frank Loesser, who had
entered Barnard when I entered Columbia and who had dated another friend of mine. Now she
was half of a couple with John Hollander, and they were part of our extended group—endless
late-night talk at the Bickford’s coffee shop on Broadway over toasted English muffins and tea.
(We were devils.) Anne was clever, with a touch of malice, and John was smart, if a little goofy.
Their eventual marriage would produce two daughters, while John went on to his exemplary
career as poet and pedagogue and Anne to her distinguished work on the history and
importance of clothes. Anne died very recently, but not before Dick was able to bring her in the
hospital a finished copy of his latest book of poems, A Progressive Education, about their
school, dedicated to her and with a snapshot of her very young self on the cover.By my junior
year, Dick and I were editing the college’s literary magazine, The Columbia Review, and we
collaborated on a short story for it called “The Way We Live Now—A Tale for Christmas.” The
story was very much à clef, focusing on a dazzling and highly identifiable young couple who
among other things stole money in order to acquire a copy of Villiers de l’Isle-Adam’s Contes
cruels bound in human skin—we must have been reading too much early Waugh. John took this
story badly, and one wintry day he came up to Dick and me, nodded, asked Dick to hand him his
glasses, carefully took them, slapped Dick in the face, said “Merry Christmas,” politely handed
the glasses back, and passed on. I was both insulted and relieved that I was exempted from
punishment. Perhaps John suspected that I might slap him back? This incident—surely a



supreme moment in the history of literary duels—was never mentioned again, and we all went
on at Bickford’s as before, and Dick and John to a lifelong friendship.A more distinguished use of
the Review, perhaps, was our decision to devote an entire issue to André Gide, who had
recently been awarded the Nobel Prize. Together Dick and I translated a short play of his which
had never appeared in English, and we nervously wrote him a letter explaining the project and
inviting him to say something to Columbia (perhaps exaggerating the degree of interest the
college as a whole had in modern French literature). He replied quickly and generously, but of
what he specifically said I have no memory. We definitely had the sense of having scored a
coup.Whereas I very much admired Gide—The Immoralist, The Counterfeiters, Lafcadio’s
Adventures, Strait Is the Gate, were central modernist texts at that time—my whole being
responded to Proust, whom I had decided to read in an unorthodox way. The seven novels of
Remembrance of Things Past (this was decades before it became In Search of Lost Time) were
mostly encountered back then in seven Modern Library volumes—the two-volume boxed set my
father had procured for me was too awkward for actual reading. Seven volumes, seven days. I
cut myself off from the outside world for an entire week, never once leaving the room Muriel and I
were living in, consuming a volume a day. Friends stopped in, food was provided, and I read and
read. It wasn’t a struggle—you can read six or seven hundred galvanizing pages in fifteen hours
if that’s all you’re doing—and the result was overpowering: Total immersion proved to be an
extraordinary way of experiencing and absorbing that great mind and style. I emerged feeling
that Proust was mine—or I was his. It was a personal relationship, of the kind I already felt with
Henry James, whose final and most knotty novel, The Golden Bowl, was my holy of holies.In the
summer of 1951—I was twenty—I set out alone on a freighter for a not-so-grand tour of Europe.
Dick and I were supposed to go together, but there was some glitch related to his graduation
and he had to stay behind. I was scared, my parents were opposed to my going alone, and
money was short, but I cashed in some war bonds (they had matured just in time) and I had won
some literary prizes. On this trip—a month each in France, Italy, and England—I did all the usual
things, guidebooks anxiously in hand, barely holding my own in high-school French and pidgin
Italian. But the self-sufficiency I mustered for the adventure as a whole (for instance, my first stab
at hitchhiking) suggested that I might actually be growing up.This trip confirmed my fantasy that
England—Dickens’s England, Austen’s England, James’s England, Dr. Leavis’s England—was
the place I had to be. The physical beauty and charm of Cambridge were especially seductive.
My last year at Columbia was spent reading (needless to say), publishing in The Columbia
Review a long, fierce review of new books by Trilling and Leavis, much to the advantage of the
latter, and, as a senior-year project, working alone for a term on Hawthorne’s notebooks with the
daunting, enigmatic Quentin Anderson (son of the playwright Maxwell Anderson), whose
silences were as profound as his discourse. That was rewarding, but essentially I was treading
water until I would be chosen as one of the two English majors whose superior academic
performance would be rewarded with a Kellett Fellowship to Cambridge.When the fellowships in
my year were awarded to two boys whose claim to them was considerably inferior to mine—at



least in my opinion—I seethed with resentment at the injustice of it and confronted Trilling in his
office (the only meeting I ever had with him). How could he and his colleagues ignore my
qualifications in favor of these two chumps? Far from being defensive or outraged, as a lesser
man might have been, he was courteous and responsive, explaining that the judges felt that the
“chumps” were in much greater need than I was of the polish Cambridge would afford. When I
protested that I hadn’t realized the Kellett was given in response to need rather than
performance, he asked whether I really wanted to go to Cambridge. That was easy to answer,
and he immediately offered to write to Basil Willey, Cambridge’s Professor of English Literature,
recommending me to him. In a stunning (to me) illustration of how the Old Boy network
operated, ten days later I received not an application form but an acceptance letter from
Pembroke, Willey’s college at Cambridge. In my view, justice had been done, but even in my self-
congratulation I was aware of Trilling’s generosity in the face of my public dismissal of him in The
Columbia Review.There was a hitch: In the spring of 1952 we had discovered that Muriel was
pregnant. She certainly didn’t want a baby—she was meant to be attending an important acting
school in London while I was at Cambridge—and I barely knew what a baby was; I had literally
never seen one close-up. Abortion was a possibility, since we all were aware of the doctor
operating out of a clinic in a small Pennsylvania coal town who was known as “the Ivy League
abortionist.” But although a baby was a practical impossibility, both of us shrank from the idea of
abortion. How to proceed? Our parents wouldn’t have helped, since they disapproved so
violently of our relationship, and I couldn’t imagine giving up Cambridge. I certainly wasn’t
prepared to find a job in New York and take responsibility.We got married surreptitiously, our only
witnesses Liz Lahm and her father. (It had never occurred to us that we could produce a baby
without being married.) I was not romantic in the least about my sneaky behavior, but I was so
romantic about my reading that I decided we should be married on the porch of the justice of the
peace in Rye, New York—because Henry James had lived in Rye, England. Then, through a
skein of lies and half-lies, we got through the summer undetected by our parents and decamped
to London. The baby, our son Roger, was born by Caesarian section in a nursing home there in
mid-October. The matron of the home made it known that she strongly disapproved of three
things—Americans, Jews, and men—and I qualified on all three counts. She advised us to take
the baby home (we had rented a flat in West Hampstead) and start toilet training. When I
suggested nervously that in America we didn’t believe in such early measures, she said, stonily,
“You’re the ones who have to wash the nappies.”I had already begun at Cambridge, living in
Pembroke and coming down to London every other weekend, leaving Muriel alone most of the
time attending to an infant she didn’t know what to do with. Roger flourished, but we didn’t,
although I was off at Cambridge more or less enjoying myself. Muriel was the victim: She was in
a strange city, without the support of family or friends, unable to attend school, unprepared to be
a mother, and half-abandoned by her husband. This was not my finest hour.Making matters
worse was the ongoing deception of our parents, since our funds would have been cut off if they
had known the reality. It was more than a year before we revealed our duplicity, with predictable



results: My mother was horrified but indulgent, my father didn’t speak to me for four years.
Muriel’s father was equally angry, but to her anguish he died suddenly of a heart attack while we
were still at Cambridge—she had joined me there after five months alone in London. There’s
only one cheerful memory of the London days: The charwoman who came in once a week
happened to mention that she had once worked for the Freuds (!), who had lived a few doors
down from our flat. I was desperate for details, and when I persisted in interrogating her, she
declared, in her sublime cockney accent, “Well, they were terribly clean—for foreigners.”This
kind of parochial reaction to foreigners—and Jews—was one of the surprises England had for
me. Although I was very aware of the casual anti-Semitism that punctuated English literature, I
wasn’t aware of how compartmentalized middle-class Jews and Gentiles were in their lives. Or
to put it another way, it was strange to discover that most British Jews felt themselves to be
other, and that they were perceived that way: The English Jews I met in both London and
Cambridge to a large degree defined themselves as being Jews, in a way I had never
encountered in New York. New York, everyone at home joked, was a Jewish city, and indeed in
all my years there I never came up against anti-Semitism. And at Cambridge it was my being
American, not Jewish, that identified me. Being American in the early fifties was on the one hand
a handicap, since resentment of, and condescension to, America still ran deep, while on the
other hand it was a plus, since everything about America—its movies, its music, its clothes, its
new situation as the world’s dominant country—had glamour and excitement, especially for
young people. I was so inescapably American that, given my other particularities—my being
married, having a baby, having a house—there was no room left for my totally secular Judaism
to make an impression.Cambridge at that moment was a peculiar place, the new students being
a mixture of eighteen- and nineteen-year-olds, fresh from school, and armed-forces veterans,
well into their twenties. I was an anomaly, a married American with an American bachelor of arts
degree, for which the university didn’t have much respect: Four years at Columbia (or Harvard or
anywhere else) was considered the equivalent of only one of the three years that constituted the
Oxbridge undergraduate program. But I knew that I wasn’t at Cambridge to further my education;
I was there to be there. I went to a few lectures—one of Professor Willey’s out of politeness; one
of Leavis’s out of loyalty—but there was nothing in them for me. Leavis, already in his semi-
paranoid mode, spent most of the time fulminating against the forces he saw as lined up against
him: the “Bloomsbury crowd,” The Times Literary Supplement, everyone else at
Cambridge.Attending lectures was voluntary. Writing weekly essays for a college supervisor was
not. I was fortunate that at Pembroke I found a youngish and up-to-date supervisor named
Matthew Hodgart, whose interests lay in writers like James Joyce rather than the author of
Beowulf. With my all too typical cockiness, I told him at our first meeting that I had spent four
years at Columbia writing papers and didn’t need that kind of preparation for the tripos exams
that were the climax of the Cambridge educational process. When he asked to see an example
of my work, I slyly gave him the results of my Hawthorne project, aware that he knew far less
about Hawthorne than I did. But he was delighted to have someone to talk to who had extensive



reading behind him, and we settled into cordial weekly chats about books, none of which related
to the tripos. (Pembroke was not a very literary college. Its typical undergraduate owned three
books—the Bible, Brideshead Revisited, and The Collected Stories of Somerset Maugham—
and had heard of a French writer named Marcel Prowst.) And I was reading compulsively,
usually until five or six in the morning—a month’s worth of such nights, for instance, carrying me
through the exhilarations of Gibbon.Reading, however, wasn’t enough to keep me busy. The
dominant undergraduate cultural activity in Cambridge was theater—there were two main
groups of actors, plus a fistful of splinter groups putting on plays all the time, as well as the
famous Cambridge Footlights, which presented sophisticated revues (in my time it spawned
Jonathan Miller). Late one night, sitting around my room with three or four other bored young
men and antsy with unused energy, it occurred to me that I too could direct a play. But what
play? And where? The college boasted a lovely early Wren chapel, and at two in the morning we
sneaked down into it, confirming my notion that it would be a perfect setting for T. S. Eliot’s
Murder in the Cathedral. Pembroke was totally out of the cultural swim, which may be why when
I approached the dean, who administered the chapel, he nervously gave permission. Since he
was an earnest Anglican minister with serious doubts about both Americans and married
undergraduates—he was far from married himself—this was a notable act of bravery on his
part.Posting notices in the two women’s colleges, Newnham and Girton, I held auditions for the
ten women I needed for the Chorus, and had the luck to find in Pembroke an extraordinarily
handsome young man to play Thomas Becket—his air of saintliness (genuine) must have been
inherited from his father, who was an Anglican missionary bishop in Africa. Over the protracted
Christmas recess in London I worked long hours with Muriel, breaking up the lines for the
Chorus so that every syllable had its own inflection and emphasis. Then, for a month, rehearsals
of three or four hours a day with the Chorus, until they were syllable-perfect (and exhausted).
The result was a tremendous success, the stars being the Thomas, the Chorus, and Christopher
Wren. The dean was ecstatic. Every performance was sold out. And, to our amazement,
Stephen Spender reviewed us in the Manchester Guardian, though how he knew about the
production I have no idea. The gist of his review was that it was the finest performance he’d ever
seen of Murder in the Cathedral. This was not only intoxicating in itself but a justification for the
dean in the stuffy world of Pembroke College.Since I wasn’t studying, I just kept directing plays.
There was still official censorship of the theater in England, and on the proscribed list was
Sartre’s No Exit, not because it involved prostitution and lesbianism but because it was
considered blasphemous. But such plays could be performed in private homes, or anywhere
else that didn’t charge for admission. Casting Muriel and two graduates of the cast of Murder in
the Cathedral, I put together a persuasive version, which we circulated among half a dozen
venues, including professors’ homes, and which became one of those chic events that small
communities thrive on. (One of the oddities for me after working so intensely on these two plays
is that I ended up with a far higher opinion of Eliot’s than I’d started with, and a far lower one of
Sartre’s.)As a result of having produced two such visible events, I was offered the direction of



both the leading theater groups for the following year when Peter Hall, the leading director of his
years at Cambridge, went down to London to triumph with the first British production of Waiting
for Godot. And so more Sartre, The House of Bernarda Alba, Heartbreak House, and The
Master Builder, all efficient and even worthwhile but none as strong or individual as Murder in
the Cathedral. It occurred to me that Eliot’s play was literary, which is why I understood how to
stage it, whereas I didn’t really know how to help actors in realistic plays. I also came to
understand that I didn’t want theater to be my life, just as this second exposure to a university
made it clear to me that I would dislike even more a life spent in the academic world.
Unfortunately, I had no alternative ideas of what to do with myself when I got home.On the
surface, our Cambridge life was stimulating and satisfying—we lived in a big, pleasant house;
baby Roger was a calm, undemanding presence; Muriel was acting and directing; and our
finances, although funds from our families had vanished, were holding up, since I had no
scruples about accepting money from Dick Howard to help us out. (His generosity and my ability
to take advantage of it were obviously made for each other.)But I wasn’t happy with myself or in
myself. My romance of Cambridge and England had faded in the face of the depressed realities
of the post-war world there; everything seemed bleak, the country’s energies depleted. I
suspect, though, that this take on things was to a large degree a symptom of a suppressed
depression of my own. The realities of being married, being a father, and being unanchored in a
place that I no longer saw through rose-colored glasses were sapping my buoyancy. Now,
suddenly, I felt a strong need to get back to America.Muriel was there already, having rushed
home with year-old Roger when her father suddenly died. (When Roger was born, we had
registered him as an American at the embassy, but he had no passport. The embassy would
grant him one overnight in this emergency, but there was no time to procure a standard passport
photo. Aha! A local photographer sold me a photo of some other baby. Even we couldn’t tell
which baby was which.) I was staying on to finish up my last production (“The show must go
on”), to close down our house, and—in a final burst of self-indulgence—to hitchhike to Italy with
a close friend, Jane Llewellyn, from the Murder in the Cathedral Chorus. (Later she would join us
in New York.) The most useful aspect of the trip was memorizing the first act of King Lear while
waiting for rides. The most ridiculous was attempting an homage to a writer I loved by visiting his
grave. Stopping a peasant on a road in the south of France, I blurted out something like “Où se
trouve le tombeau du grand écrivain anglais D. H. Lawrence?” No surprise that he seemed
stunned: I’m sure he couldn’t understand a word of my pathetic French, and in any case he
wasn’t likely to know anything about le grand écrivain, who had died twenty-five years earlier.
Later that day I found out in a local bookstore that whereas Lawrence had indeed died in Vence,
his wife, Frieda, had eventually transported his ashes to Taos, New Mexico, for interment.
Another romance shattered.In Rome I met up with my one close American friend from
Cambridge, Meg Greenfield. She was in Cambridge, having graduated from Smith, on a two-
year Fulbright, but she hated everything about it, from the weather to the regulations—she
simply ignored the injunction against undergraduates owning cars—to the spiders in her



landlady’s house. The final straw: She sent a favorite coat to the only good dry cleaner in town,
part of a national chain called Pullars of Perth, and when it came back a week later, it had been
tightly folded into a small square. Meg, who was not only rich but finicky, was out of there.After
some years in Rome, where apart from everything else the coffee was great, she arrived back
home, and I was able to point her to her first job—working for the 1956 Adlai Stevenson
campaign. As long as she lived in New York she was at our house for Christmas every year, at
which occasions we developed a “Meg & Bob” routine that predated Nichols and May but alas
was heard only by Muriel, little Roger, and a few close friends. (Is it possible that it wasn’t as
witty as we thought it was?)Meg was funny and caustic, and she grew increasingly political. Her
writing talents led her first to the Reporter magazine and then to her job of twenty years as the
director of the editorial page of The Washington Post and a columnist for Newsweek; in other
words, she became an ultimate Washington insider. Yet she remained a relentless bullshit
detector, sort of the Maureen Dowd or Gail Collins of her day. She also became Katharine
Graham’s closest friend and adviser—when she got cancer, Kay drove her every week from
Washington to Johns Hopkins in Baltimore for treatment—and when I was editing Kay’s
autobiography in the mid-1990s, she was an invaluable support, pulling no punches with Kay so
that I could afford to be more tactful. Meg’s death, in 1998, was devastating—she was the first
close friend of my age to die. When I spoke at her memorial service in Washington Cathedral, I
realized I must have been the oldest of her friends there—and the only observer of her Pullars of
Perth era. The “Meg & Bob” days were over.Meg’s joy at having scrubbed the second year of her
grant and at getting out of Cambridge only confirmed my sense that I had to get out too. The Italy
jaunt was my last possible excuse for not going home to America—and real life. I had come to
realize that even apart from shirking the responsibilities I had incurred, I had become someone I
didn’t like, arrogant and all too comfortable as a local celebrity. When I actually departed, in the
middle of a term, the Cambridge undergraduate newspaper ran a front-page story headlined
“Gottlieb Goes.” So Gottlieb went—or more accurately, slunk away. I was demoralized, angry,
ashamed of having let Muriel go home alone, not knowing what I wanted to be or do, and
pretending to myself that I wasn’t scared—scared, mostly, of work. I couldn’t know that, as would
be the case my entire life, it was work that would save me.LEARNINGMY FIRST SCHOOL was a
tiny affair called the Dunham Day School. It was in the Bronx, somewhere in our solid,
prosperous neighborhood close to Yankee Stadium and the imposing Bronx County Courthouse.
I was one of five kids in my class, and in my final year the five of us shared a classroom with the
next highest class—of ten. It was like a one-room prairie schoolhouse, and the methods of
teaching were just as old-fashioned, complete with blackboard, chalk, rulers, and inkwells.And
learning by rote. Most important: the multiplication tables. “Two times two is four,” we chanted day
in, day out, “two times three is six,” and up through the tricky twelves. Then the five of us stood in
a line and were grilled. If you got the answer right, you stayed where you were; if you got it wrong,
you went to the foot of the line. There was no way I was going to the foot of a line, so I mastered
my multiplication tables. After months of this, I could more or less intone the tables in my sleep: If



on my deathbed someone says, “Six times seven,” I’ll mutter, “Forty-two.” The same methods
were applied to spelling, with the same results. This approach was rigorous, it was mindless, and
it worked. I didn’t need to understand the principles, I needed to know that six times seven is
forty-two.The only exciting thing about the Dunham Day School was that while my class was
reciting the tables, the kids in the next grade up were reciting the names of the forty-eight states,
their capitals, and their largest cities. “Maine: largest city, Portland; capital, Augusta. New
Hampshire: largest city, Manchester; capital, Concord.” I soaked up this data, and at the
prompting of my parents would recite the list to anyone who came to our house who was willing
to listen. (Though what choice did they have?) It was marginally less embarrassing than playing
the piano—badly—for them.When we moved to Manhattan, I was sent for fourth grade to a small
and somewhat precious private school in the West Nineties which still exists, though it crossed
the park many years ago. It was called Birch-Wathen, having been founded by two ladies: Miss
Birch, who presided over the high school, and Mrs. Wathen, who oversaw the lower school. Tiny
Mrs. Wathen was a benevolent spirit, somewhat ethereal—she had white hair piled high, wore
hand-knitted suits in grays and greens, and in her cozy office kept a pair of canaries (or were
they doves?). Every Friday she gave a poetry class during which we recited and memorized
such sweetly pretty verses as “Ann, Ann! Come quick as you can! / There’s a fish that talks in the
frying pan!” (Walter de la Mare) and “Up the airy mountain / Down the rushy glen / We daren’t go
a-hunting / For fear of little men” (William Allingham). At our grade-school graduation ceremony
she crooned, “You are the fairy children.” As for schoolwork, my favorite occupation was making
maps to scale—my “Africa” was a masterpiece—and I liked arithmetic because it was so logical
and trustworthy.Whereas Mrs. Wathen was comforting, Miss Birch was tough: a round, hard
woman with no charm. Or maybe I just thought that because she made it clear that she didn’t like
me—I was restless and a smart aleck. She was determined to run her school as if it were
Protestant and English: We sang hymns, and had “chapel” once a week. This was pure self-
delusion on her part, since more than three-quarters of the students were Jewish. On the High
Holy Days, out of my class of thirty-nine only the four Gentiles and atheistical me would be
present. (My parents were confirmed atheists.) One of my few friends among the teachers
confided in me that on one Yom Kippur Miss Birch asked the faculty why there were so many
absences. “Because it’s Yom Kippur, Miss Birch,” someone said. “Ridiculous,” she said. “This
isn’t a Jewish school.”Certainly none of the teachers was Jewish. Definitely not Mademoiselle
Gallairand, a severely unattractive woman with (I think) a good heart. “Robaire,” she said to me
more than once, “at the teachers’ meetings I am the only one who defends you, and now you
haven’t done your homework!” Defend me against what charges? I never knew. I suppose I just
didn’t fit in, either with the faux-genteel pretensions of Birch-Wathen or with the majority of my
schoolmates, who tended to live on ritzy Central Park West or Park Avenue and whose families
belonged to country clubs.My one great friend on the faculty was the math teacher, Miss Lewis—
Mary-Jean Lewis—from Winnetka, Illinois, a sweet, nervous woman whom everyone liked and
no one took seriously. I think she was fond of me because I was the only one of her students who



really loved her subject. On the other hand, I was a problem in class. Algebra in particular was so
easy that I went crazy trying to stay quiet while most of the others struggled to comprehend what
seemed to me so obvious. Every math class was an hour of torture; there were days when I
would just have to get up and wander around the room. Finally, to settle me down, Mary-Jean
would have me teach the class—frustrating in a different way.One day she asked me what a
Jewish service was like. She had asked the wrong boy—given the fact of my parents’ atheism,
I’d never been to one. We decided to investigate, and a classmate who belonged to an Orthodox
synagogue invited the two of us to attend one Friday evening. It was not a success. The
congregation was segregated by gender, so she and I were separated—even more bewildered
than we would have been sitting together. To make things worse, when she tried to light a
cigarette outside on the street, she was told by an official to stop.This was my last venture into a
synagogue until, a dozen years later, I found myself walking down Fifth Avenue past the fancy
Reform Temple Emanu-El and decided that since I had explored churches and cathedrals all
over Europe, I should see what a great synagogue was like. As I entered, a guard came up to me
and said, “I’m sorry, we don’t allow tourists here.” So ended my experiments with Jewish places
of worship. But my problem with religion didn’t stem from these misadventures. I’ve simply
always lacked even the slightest religious impulse—when people talk about their faith, I can’t
connect with what they’re talking about. This isn’t a decision I came to, or a deep belief or
principle; I’m just religion-deaf, the way tone-deaf people hear sounds but not music. I suppose
my religion is reading.Our assigned reading through high school veered from Julius Caesar, A
Tale of Two Cities, Silas Marner, Ivanhoe, and the Romantic poets to Lost Horizon and The
Bridge of San Luis Rey. It could have been worse. Luckily, we also had to memorize some
poetry: one sonnet each by Shakespeare, Wordsworth, and Keats, Falstaff’s great speech about
honor in Henry IV, Part One, and the opening passage of The Canterbury Tales (“Whan that
Aprille with his shoures soote / The droghte of March hath perced to the roote…”). I can still
summon up most of these selections—maybe the happiest residue of my Birch-Wathen
education. And I can’t get “Ann, Ann! Come quick as you can!” out of my head.It was, all in all, an
education that kept me unchallenged and unstimulated. I hated Latin because I hated the Latin
teacher, and I got straight A’s in physics and chemistry, subjects in which I had no interest and of
which I had no understanding, by memorizing the textbook the night before big tests. Twenty-
four hours later I had forgotten everything I had memorized, but I had learned how to take tests.
If I did any sports, I don’t remember them. The one distinguished thing Birch-Wathen offered was
that our glee club was led, once a week, by the esteemed Hugh Ross, head of the famous
Schola Cantorum, friend and colleague of Toscanini, Stravinsky, Boulez, et al., for decades
chorus master at Tanglewood. I can only imagine what this important musician made of having
to train a bunch of mostly unmusical and uninterested schoolkids to sing songs like “Columbia,
the Gem of the Ocean.” Although I loved music, I was too ignorant or too self-absorbed to notice
the distinction Mr. Ross offered us.My nine-year stretch at Birch-Wathen was interrupted when I
spent the winter of seventh grade with my mother in Tucson, Arizona. The ostensible reason was



my erratic health (sinusitis, general debility), and at the time I didn’t question it. Only decades
later, when my mother was dying, did she tell me that the real reason was a crisis in my parents’
marriage. My father wanted a divorce (for the usual reasons), my mother refused (“for the sake of
the child”—me), and they compromised on this period apart. I barely remember Tucson or the
large, agreeable public school, the only one I ever attended. It was wartime, and Tucson was the
major Air Force base in the Southwest, but the swarms of airmen barely impinged on our tidy,
eventless existence. The entire episode isn’t worth recalling except for an extraordinary reminder
that came along almost twenty years later. I was at a small dinner party being given by my friend
Richard Howard and was seated next to the emerging literary celebrity Susan Sontag. We’d
never met but were happily chatting away (Susan was always easy to talk to) when somehow the
subject of Tucson came up—I don’t think I’d mentioned my stay there to anyone in all the
intervening years. It turned out that she had been there, too—her stepfather one of those Air
Force officers—and she too had been at Mansfield Junior High in 1943. And in the seventh
grade. We had been classmates. A bizarre coincidence, but more bizarre was the fact that it had
surfaced.Back in New York, when I was thirteen or so, I was struck by a passion for the theater.
When I was five, I had been taken to my first show, the spectacular Rodgers and Hart musical
Jumbo, in the even more spectacular newly renovated Hippodrome, the largest theater in
America. Jumbo itself was best known for Jimmy Durante and a live elephant. All I remember is
the vastness of the auditorium and, just maybe, the elephant. Next came Life with Father, which
ran for eight years and was seen by every middle-class child in New York—an essential rite of
passage, like The Nutcracker today. More musicals—Oklahoma!, of course; Oscar
Hammerstein’s Carmen Jones; Mary Martin in One Touch of Venus—and several hailed
dramatic events: the visit of the Old Vic with Laurence Olivier and Ralph Richardson in Henry IV,
parts one and two, Uncle Vanya, Oedipus Rex, and The Critic; the Paul Robeson–José Ferrer
Othello for my graduation from junior high (I was disgruntled because it wasn’t a musical); and—
bless my parents—Laurette Taylor in The Glass Menagerie. By then I was old enough to realize
how beautiful the play was and how great her performance—I still think the greatest I’ve ever
seen; it wasn’t acting, it was real life, but transcendent.By the time I was fourteen I was on my
own. Most Saturdays I would take the subway down to the theater district and stand in line to buy
a single ticket for whatever shows had opened to good reviews that week. That’s how I spent my
allowance, buying $1.20 or $1.80 seats in the upper balcony. It was a heyday for Broadway hits—
Harvey, I Remember Mama (the young brother Nels was played by Marlon Brando), Carousel,
the thrillingly sophisticated On the Town, The Madwoman of Chaillot, dozens more. These solo
ventures were daring for me: I was an overprotected boy who had hardly ever done anything on
his own. The climax was Eugene O’Neill’s The Iceman Cometh, which was so long it played no
matinees—it was the first time I had ever gone alone to the theater at night. This was the height
of worldliness for a fearful fifteen-year-old. (I would have been more fearful if I had realized at the
time that the nice man sitting next to me was trying to pick me up.) Theater opened up my life. I
was still in thrall to reading, but even more exciting were those anguished moments of



anticipation alone in a theater (having arrived half an hour early), waiting feverishly for the curtain
to go up.Even so, the most decisive cultural event of my high-school years followed the arrival at
Birch-Wathen in my senior year of a young, lively English teacher named Kay Muhs
(pronounced “mews”). She was as out of place there as I was, and we hit it off—more like co-
conspirators than teacher and student. A month or so before graduation, Kay invited me and my
close friend Joan to a Saturday matinee at the City Center of something called Ballet Society. I
had never heard of it, but I went—what could be more glamorous than going to the theater with a
teacher? What proved to be far more glamorous, more moving, more earth-shattering was the
performance of George Balanchine’s latest masterpiece, Orpheus, just one week old. I was
overwhelmed. Here was a reward for the years of dullness at school; here was a release of
feelings and imagination that only certain books, and occasionally theater, had previously
provided. It was May 1948, and within months Lincoln Kirstein’s Ballet Society would morph into
the New York City Ballet and I would begin my undergraduate life at Columbia College, a quick
subway ride to the City Center, where I would obsess over Balanchine and his dancers for the
next four years. One day, against all odds, they would become an essential part of my life.In
those days Birch-Wathen imposed on all the seniors an aptitude test administered by some
outside agency, to help steer us along appropriate career paths. The school official whose job it
was to discuss the results with each of us was openly unhappy about mine, making it clear to me
that the preferred outcome was one that identified a single strong predilection—Bob would be a
terrific accountant; Joan would be an excellent English teacher. My results were weighted too
heavily at both ends of the spectrum. I would be a good match for half a dozen or so professions
(confusing and counterproductive), and there were all too many professions for which I would be
a disaster. I remember that I was the only one in the class who scored two zeroes: one for forest
ranger, one for undertaker. (I could have identified a third: lawyer. I had spent too many years
observing my father.)One of the benefits meant to accrue from this test was a hint about the
colleges we should consider applying to. In my case, however, there was only one choice. For
my mother, born in Boston and proud of her Boston roots, Harvard was the Great Good Place,
and I think my father felt the same way. This was at a time when Harvard was the accepted
summit of American education, with Yale and Princeton slightly behind and such places as
Stanford or Berkeley nonexistent. There were the huge state universities—Michigan, Wisconsin,
Ohio; there was the radical University of Chicago, with its tantalizing “Great Books” program; and
there were the “experimental” little places like Swarthmore and Oberlin. None of these fell within
the expectations of my parents, whose only snobberies were educational. So for me it was
Harvard or … nothing.My marks were fine, but my Harvard interview was a disaster—I was
tense, scruffy, showing off—and the interviewer was actively unsympathetic. In addition, there
was the notorious Jewish quota, and I was the worst kind of Jew (because there were so many
of us hoping to get in): a New York Jew. When I was rejected I was humiliated but not surprised.I
had been told that you had to apply to at least two colleges, and I had no second choice, so
arbitrarily I put down Columbia; I didn’t know much about it, but at least it was in New York. This



interview was almost farcically opposite to the Harvard one. I was still scruffy, but I wasn’t tense
and I wasn’t showing off because I wasn’t invested in the outcome. The interviewer—he must
have been about forty—was a Mr. Alexander, and almost from the first moment, he was explicit: I
was exactly the kind of boy he wanted at Columbia. I told him I hoped for Harvard, but that didn’t
put him off. When I heard that the dorms didn’t accept students who had homes in New York,
and told him I couldn’t go on living with my family, he said he would make certain that an
exception was made for me. Of course I was flattered, but I wasn’t grateful—or convinced. I
might not be good enough for Harvard, but I was certainly too good for Columbia! As it turned
out, I had no choice.Mr. Alexander, whom I never saw again, was the second person, after Kay
Muhs, to radically change my life for the better. Harvard in all its self-satisfaction would have
been a calamity for me, as I realized later when I became somewhat familiar with it. And
Columbia in the late forties and early fifties was exactly right. It wasn’t so much the actual
(strong) education it offered, it was the place itself—the atmosphere, the intellectual challenge.
And it afforded me the excitements of New York in those heady post-war years—a golden age
for theater, dance, “foreign” film. Birch-Wathen had been a lethargic backwater; the energy of
Columbia and New York helped release my own energy. Many young people find college a place
where they can reinvent themselves. For me, it was the place where my true self could begin to
emerge.That meant, primarily, that I found a literary world I could happily swim in. There were
famous teachers—Lionel Trilling, Mark Van Doren, and others—who together constituted what
was considered by many the country’s finest English department, but they were not central to my
college experience. Rather, I had blundered into a group of fellow students who were as
obsessed with books as I was. There were compulsory courses outside my interests, but I dealt
with them the way I’d dealt with physics and chemistry in high school—score A’s on tests and
papers and forget everything. (Worst was economics, which I took at my father’s insistence—
almost as boring as golf.) We also had compulsory athletics. I survived fencing; bowling (in the
basement of Riverside Church, which sported Gothic phone booths)—I could barely pick up the
ball, let alone send it down the lane; my nemesis, volleyball, which I attended with a friend who,
like me, was blind without his glasses (we stood in the back row and flinched when the ball came
our way); track (I’d go to the gym, sign in, change, sit in the locker room reading, change back,
sign out). The year I entered Columbia, 1948, was also the year Dwight Eisenhower became
president of the university, a prestigious stopgap on his way to NATO and the White House. He
spoke to our incoming class of ’52. “We’re all freshmen together,” he said with the famous
twinkle. And, later, “I hope to see all-round young men here. We don’t want greasy grinds at
Columbia.” But there I was—inevitably a grind, if not greasy.Ike’s thinking was typical of the post-
war moment, and so were the rules regarding social and sexual conduct. Central was the ban
against any female other than your mother entering your dorm room, and she was welcome only
on Friday afternoons. Who could have guessed that by my daughter’s college years young men
and women would be sharing the showers? But these rules in no way affected the way we
conducted ourselves. As ever and always, young people found each other and did what young



(and older) people do. By my junior year I was living outside the dorm with the girl who would
become my first wife, and everyone I knew was in perpetual heat, and acting on it. (Was that
what constituted being all-round men?) Sex, as others have remarked, wasn’t invented in the
sixties.In fact, in the late forties and early fifties New York was enjoying a new “bohemian”
moment—which, as it had decades earlier, flourished in the Village. It was there you found the
new artists, the jazz clubs, the rather tamely louche bars—most startlingly, the gay and lesbian
bars. None of it was for me, though: I was far too timid, repressed, and naïve for anything even
tamely louche. Even the Museum of Modern Art, a famously convenient pick-up venue, was a
place I went to see movies like Carl Dreyer’s The Passion of Joan of Arc and to experience
Picasso’s Guernica rather than to encounter girls.Real life was at Columbia, not in the
classrooms but in the surround, as I started meeting people I could talk to. The crucial encounter
was with Dick Howard (now Richard, but never to me). He was a year older and a year ahead,
but that never really registered. Someone took me to his dorm room and there was instant and
total connection. He was infinitely more sophisticated than I was, but not intellectually, the way
that mattered; there we were on even terms, our interests coinciding and our literary excitements
mutual. Immediately that afternoon we set off together for the Gotham Book Mart, the West
Forty-seventh Street bookstore of legend (“Wise Men Fish Here”) reigned over by the formidable
Miss Frances Steloff, always in her electric-blue smock and with her indispensable pencil poked
through her white hair. (“You,” she once snapped at me when there was no one else in the store.
“Go to the corner and bring me a hot dog and an orange drink!” It was the only one of the dozens
of times I was in her store that she acknowledged my existence.)From the start, then, Dick and I
were bound together by books. But also by other things—mostly, I suppose, by shared tastes
and interests (and snobberies). There’s a need, when you’re young, to announce your
standards, your preferences; to identify yourself through your choices. They can be political,
sports-related, dress-related (that’s usually high school). In our case, they were cultural.
Shakespeare, yes; Milton, no. Bach and Mozart, yes; Tchaikovsky, no (that would change). Henry
James, yes; Stendhal, yes; Balzac, yes. Les Misérables, no (that would change, too). Jane
Austen, George Eliot, Chekhov, yes; Tennessee Williams, yes; Arthur Miller, no. Abstract art, yes;
realism, no. Balanchine and Martha Graham, yes; Fred Astaire, yes; Gene Kelly, no.
Metaphysical poetry, yes; Faulkner, yes; Hemingway, no. Eliot and Pound and Yeats, of course.
Proust, yes—the most emphatic yes. But Gide yes, too. Movies, yes; television, no. And on and
on. In other words, we shared an aristocracy of taste that was acute, impassioned, and snobbish
—perfect glue for a young friendship.All this was outside our academic work, which was mainly
geared, sensibly enough, to kids who had read less than we had. A general course on American
poetry was taught by Mark Van Doren and attended by boys who had not only never read Emily
Dickinson but had never heard of her; Van Doren didn’t seem to mind. Dick and I took a seminar
on Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde, taught by an elderly genial professor out of a distant past.
There were six of us, only two of whom ever said anything. (Guess which two.) For a happy term
we did nothing but read this great poem aloud, which was certainly more educational and



satisfying than any discussion among this group would have been. The prominent literary critic F.
W. Dupee—also genial but smart as well—was stuck with the two of us in the front row of his
class on contemporary literature (Joyce, Eliot, Kafka, Woolf, Proust, et al.). We wouldn’t stop
talking (well, somebody had to talk), until he kept us after class one day and guaranteed us A’s if
we would just stay away—an offer we couldn’t refuse.The major disappointment for me was
Trilling’s nineteenth-century English literature course, the third and final year of the prescribed
three-year sequence for English majors. I had read and absorbed his famous book The Liberal
Imagination (what English major hadn’t?), but my burning interest was text, not imagination; the
severe and indignant judgments of Cambridge’s F. R. Leavis were my touchstones, and his
magazine Scrutiny my bible. I felt that the graying Trilling wasn’t really interested in
undergraduates, that his prime concern was with his postgraduate seminars with their historical/
sociological emphasis. When he asked us to vote in class on which we preferred, Jane Eyre or
Wuthering Heights, I was offended at being used as a sociological guinea pig and mortified
because in my certainty there was no choice—Emily was so clearly the only Brontë. (There’s
always something for a snob to be snobbish about.) I recently came upon a letter to me from
Cynthia Ozick dated 1998, in which she quotes an interview with John Hollander that she had
just read: “[After] Trilling published ‘Wordsworth and the Rabbis,’ some of us felt a little funny
about it … It caused one man, Robert Gottlieb … to come in the next day and just before Trilling
came to class, post himself outside the room and recite ‘Tintern Abbey’ with a Yiddish accent.’” I
did? I guess so, if John says I did.Among Trilling’s prize students just before my day had been
Allen Ginsberg, Norman Podhoretz, and Jason Epstein. Jason and I got to know each other
years later when I was at Knopf and he was running Random House, Knopf’s sister publishing
house, and we’ve had a collegial relationship ever since, not, however, based on college.
Podhoretz I never knew. But I was friendly with, though not close to, Ginsberg, who was an
agreeable and unassuming young guy—I knew nothing about his poetry. My most pronounced
memory of him was of my surprise when he came to see me off when I sailed for Europe on a
freighter in 1951. I was even more surprised when my mother mentioned in a letter that a very
nice, polite boy named Allen had gone out of his way to see her home.As I’ve suggested, it
wasn’t the classes at Columbia that I found nourishing but the surround—the intense
atmosphere of seriousness about literature. I read and read, usually all night (since I didn’t
bother to get up for most morning classes), devouring everything by everybody. All of
Shakespeare, naturally, especially because the most brilliant of our teachers was a short,
chubby man—caponesque, really—named Andrew Chiappe, whose intense lectures,
punctuated by his blazing readings from the texts, were utterly thrilling. His were the only
morning classes I would drag myself out of bed to attend. Jason would later employ Chiappe as
his chief adviser when he was founding Anchor Books at Doubleday, the first and most influential
of the trade paperback lines.I also read my way through the great Russians and the major
French novelists; all of Austen (of course), Dickens, Thackeray, Eliot, Hardy, Fielding,
Richardson, and the other important English novelists; Melville and Hawthorne; plus the moderns



—Lawrence, Woolf, Forster, Joyce, etc. What was the point of reading only some of a writer’s
work? In the summers I would sweep straight through a writer chronologically—one year,
Conrad; the next, Cather. But the writer who meant most to me was Henry James. This was at
the height of the James revival, though it wasn’t his emergence as a great figure that propelled
me; it was the way he thought and the glory of his style. More important, the moral issues he
probed reflected my own inner life more closely than those of any other writer except perhaps
Proust. For me, James was not just a writer but an issue: Anyone who didn’t appreciate him (my
father, for instance) was outside my universe and worthy of contempt. One of the great days of
my early life was the morning after I saw an ad in the Sunday Times Book Review for the
complete New York Edition of James’s work. Where I found the hundred dollars to buy it I don’t
know—probably borrowed it from Dick, whose background was far more affluent than mine—but
I was outside the bookstore when it opened that Monday morning, and I carried the prize home.
I’m looking at it as I write.My close high-school friend Liz Lahm (her father—a founder of the
Lamston five-and-dime store chain—was another older person who was endlessly generous to
me) had gone to Connecticut College for Women, where she grew close to a girl from Wellesley,
Massachusetts, named Muriel Higgins and decided we were meant for each other. As it turned
out, we both were and weren’t. Muriel had an original mind, strong opinions, and sultry looks,
and we had a good time together. Apart from anything else, she was a voracious reader, and a
very intelligent one. She was also considerably more worldly than I was—by the time she was
sixteen she was drinking martinis when she went out to dinner with her parents! I didn’t even
drink beer. I thought she was the Scarlet Woman. By our third year of college she had transferred
to Columbia and we were living together off-campus. Her roofing-contractor father didn’t
approve of me—I believe his verdict was “If I had a son like that, I’d take him out and drown him
like a sick kitten.” In return, my father loathed Muriel: She was too assertive, and “Catholics all
revert in the end.” (She was about as Catholic as I was Jewish.)So I was part of a couple, which
often became a threesome, since my friendship with Dick was never diluted, and luckily he and
Muriel interested and amused each other: He respected her strong mind and her tough humor.
We had other friends, too—Dick was particularly gregarious. For one thing, he collected young
men whom he would fascinate, seduce, and grow bored with; from the beginning he was totally
out. (No, it didn’t all start with Stonewall.) Like Queen Victoria, I did not approve—no problem
with his being gay, but I deplored his casual treatment of these bedazzled and bewildered boys. I
had inherited not only my mother’s naïveté but my father’s puritanism.Dick had a close friend
from his childhood in Cleveland, Anne Loesser, niece of the songwriter Frank Loesser, who had
entered Barnard when I entered Columbia and who had dated another friend of mine. Now she
was half of a couple with John Hollander, and they were part of our extended group—endless
late-night talk at the Bickford’s coffee shop on Broadway over toasted English muffins and tea.
(We were devils.) Anne was clever, with a touch of malice, and John was smart, if a little goofy.
Their eventual marriage would produce two daughters, while John went on to his exemplary
career as poet and pedagogue and Anne to her distinguished work on the history and



importance of clothes. Anne died very recently, but not before Dick was able to bring her in the
hospital a finished copy of his latest book of poems, A Progressive Education, about their
school, dedicated to her and with a snapshot of her very young self on the cover.By my junior
year, Dick and I were editing the college’s literary magazine, The Columbia Review, and we
collaborated on a short story for it called “The Way We Live Now—A Tale for Christmas.” The
story was very much à clef, focusing on a dazzling and highly identifiable young couple who
among other things stole money in order to acquire a copy of Villiers de l’Isle-Adam’s Contes
cruels bound in human skin—we must have been reading too much early Waugh. John took this
story badly, and one wintry day he came up to Dick and me, nodded, asked Dick to hand him his
glasses, carefully took them, slapped Dick in the face, said “Merry Christmas,” politely handed
the glasses back, and passed on. I was both insulted and relieved that I was exempted from
punishment. Perhaps John suspected that I might slap him back? This incident—surely a
supreme moment in the history of literary duels—was never mentioned again, and we all went
on at Bickford’s as before, and Dick and John to a lifelong friendship.A more distinguished use of
the Review, perhaps, was our decision to devote an entire issue to André Gide, who had
recently been awarded the Nobel Prize. Together Dick and I translated a short play of his which
had never appeared in English, and we nervously wrote him a letter explaining the project and
inviting him to say something to Columbia (perhaps exaggerating the degree of interest the
college as a whole had in modern French literature). He replied quickly and generously, but of
what he specifically said I have no memory. We definitely had the sense of having scored a
coup.Whereas I very much admired Gide—The Immoralist, The Counterfeiters, Lafcadio’s
Adventures, Strait Is the Gate, were central modernist texts at that time—my whole being
responded to Proust, whom I had decided to read in an unorthodox way. The seven novels of
Remembrance of Things Past (this was decades before it became In Search of Lost Time) were
mostly encountered back then in seven Modern Library volumes—the two-volume boxed set my
father had procured for me was too awkward for actual reading. Seven volumes, seven days. I
cut myself off from the outside world for an entire week, never once leaving the room Muriel and I
were living in, consuming a volume a day. Friends stopped in, food was provided, and I read and
read. It wasn’t a struggle—you can read six or seven hundred galvanizing pages in fifteen hours
if that’s all you’re doing—and the result was overpowering: Total immersion proved to be an
extraordinary way of experiencing and absorbing that great mind and style. I emerged feeling
that Proust was mine—or I was his. It was a personal relationship, of the kind I already felt with
Henry James, whose final and most knotty novel, The Golden Bowl, was my holy of holies.In the
summer of 1951—I was twenty—I set out alone on a freighter for a not-so-grand tour of Europe.
Dick and I were supposed to go together, but there was some glitch related to his graduation
and he had to stay behind. I was scared, my parents were opposed to my going alone, and
money was short, but I cashed in some war bonds (they had matured just in time) and I had won
some literary prizes. On this trip—a month each in France, Italy, and England—I did all the usual
things, guidebooks anxiously in hand, barely holding my own in high-school French and pidgin



Italian. But the self-sufficiency I mustered for the adventure as a whole (for instance, my first stab
at hitchhiking) suggested that I might actually be growing up.This trip confirmed my fantasy that
England—Dickens’s England, Austen’s England, James’s England, Dr. Leavis’s England—was
the place I had to be. The physical beauty and charm of Cambridge were especially seductive.
My last year at Columbia was spent reading (needless to say), publishing in The Columbia
Review a long, fierce review of new books by Trilling and Leavis, much to the advantage of the
latter, and, as a senior-year project, working alone for a term on Hawthorne’s notebooks with the
daunting, enigmatic Quentin Anderson (son of the playwright Maxwell Anderson), whose
silences were as profound as his discourse. That was rewarding, but essentially I was treading
water until I would be chosen as one of the two English majors whose superior academic
performance would be rewarded with a Kellett Fellowship to Cambridge.When the fellowships in
my year were awarded to two boys whose claim to them was considerably inferior to mine—at
least in my opinion—I seethed with resentment at the injustice of it and confronted Trilling in his
office (the only meeting I ever had with him). How could he and his colleagues ignore my
qualifications in favor of these two chumps? Far from being defensive or outraged, as a lesser
man might have been, he was courteous and responsive, explaining that the judges felt that the
“chumps” were in much greater need than I was of the polish Cambridge would afford. When I
protested that I hadn’t realized the Kellett was given in response to need rather than
performance, he asked whether I really wanted to go to Cambridge. That was easy to answer,
and he immediately offered to write to Basil Willey, Cambridge’s Professor of English Literature,
recommending me to him. In a stunning (to me) illustration of how the Old Boy network
operated, ten days later I received not an application form but an acceptance letter from
Pembroke, Willey’s college at Cambridge. In my view, justice had been done, but even in my self-
congratulation I was aware of Trilling’s generosity in the face of my public dismissal of him in The
Columbia Review.There was a hitch: In the spring of 1952 we had discovered that Muriel was
pregnant. She certainly didn’t want a baby—she was meant to be attending an important acting
school in London while I was at Cambridge—and I barely knew what a baby was; I had literally
never seen one close-up. Abortion was a possibility, since we all were aware of the doctor
operating out of a clinic in a small Pennsylvania coal town who was known as “the Ivy League
abortionist.” But although a baby was a practical impossibility, both of us shrank from the idea of
abortion. How to proceed? Our parents wouldn’t have helped, since they disapproved so
violently of our relationship, and I couldn’t imagine giving up Cambridge. I certainly wasn’t
prepared to find a job in New York and take responsibility.We got married surreptitiously, our only
witnesses Liz Lahm and her father. (It had never occurred to us that we could produce a baby
without being married.) I was not romantic in the least about my sneaky behavior, but I was so
romantic about my reading that I decided we should be married on the porch of the justice of the
peace in Rye, New York—because Henry James had lived in Rye, England. Then, through a
skein of lies and half-lies, we got through the summer undetected by our parents and decamped
to London. The baby, our son Roger, was born by Caesarian section in a nursing home there in



mid-October. The matron of the home made it known that she strongly disapproved of three
things—Americans, Jews, and men—and I qualified on all three counts. She advised us to take
the baby home (we had rented a flat in West Hampstead) and start toilet training. When I
suggested nervously that in America we didn’t believe in such early measures, she said, stonily,
“You’re the ones who have to wash the nappies.”I had already begun at Cambridge, living in
Pembroke and coming down to London every other weekend, leaving Muriel alone most of the
time attending to an infant she didn’t know what to do with. Roger flourished, but we didn’t,
although I was off at Cambridge more or less enjoying myself. Muriel was the victim: She was in
a strange city, without the support of family or friends, unable to attend school, unprepared to be
a mother, and half-abandoned by her husband. This was not my finest hour.Making matters
worse was the ongoing deception of our parents, since our funds would have been cut off if they
had known the reality. It was more than a year before we revealed our duplicity, with predictable
results: My mother was horrified but indulgent, my father didn’t speak to me for four years.
Muriel’s father was equally angry, but to her anguish he died suddenly of a heart attack while we
were still at Cambridge—she had joined me there after five months alone in London. There’s
only one cheerful memory of the London days: The charwoman who came in once a week
happened to mention that she had once worked for the Freuds (!), who had lived a few doors
down from our flat. I was desperate for details, and when I persisted in interrogating her, she
declared, in her sublime cockney accent, “Well, they were terribly clean—for foreigners.”This
kind of parochial reaction to foreigners—and Jews—was one of the surprises England had for
me. Although I was very aware of the casual anti-Semitism that punctuated English literature, I
wasn’t aware of how compartmentalized middle-class Jews and Gentiles were in their lives. Or
to put it another way, it was strange to discover that most British Jews felt themselves to be
other, and that they were perceived that way: The English Jews I met in both London and
Cambridge to a large degree defined themselves as being Jews, in a way I had never
encountered in New York. New York, everyone at home joked, was a Jewish city, and indeed in
all my years there I never came up against anti-Semitism. And at Cambridge it was my being
American, not Jewish, that identified me. Being American in the early fifties was on the one hand
a handicap, since resentment of, and condescension to, America still ran deep, while on the
other hand it was a plus, since everything about America—its movies, its music, its clothes, its
new situation as the world’s dominant country—had glamour and excitement, especially for
young people. I was so inescapably American that, given my other particularities—my being
married, having a baby, having a house—there was no room left for my totally secular Judaism
to make an impression.Cambridge at that moment was a peculiar place, the new students being
a mixture of eighteen- and nineteen-year-olds, fresh from school, and armed-forces veterans,
well into their twenties. I was an anomaly, a married American with an American bachelor of arts
degree, for which the university didn’t have much respect: Four years at Columbia (or Harvard or
anywhere else) was considered the equivalent of only one of the three years that constituted the
Oxbridge undergraduate program. But I knew that I wasn’t at Cambridge to further my education;



I was there to be there. I went to a few lectures—one of Professor Willey’s out of politeness; one
of Leavis’s out of loyalty—but there was nothing in them for me. Leavis, already in his semi-
paranoid mode, spent most of the time fulminating against the forces he saw as lined up against
him: the “Bloomsbury crowd,” The Times Literary Supplement, everyone else at
Cambridge.Attending lectures was voluntary. Writing weekly essays for a college supervisor was
not. I was fortunate that at Pembroke I found a youngish and up-to-date supervisor named
Matthew Hodgart, whose interests lay in writers like James Joyce rather than the author of
Beowulf. With my all too typical cockiness, I told him at our first meeting that I had spent four
years at Columbia writing papers and didn’t need that kind of preparation for the tripos exams
that were the climax of the Cambridge educational process. When he asked to see an example
of my work, I slyly gave him the results of my Hawthorne project, aware that he knew far less
about Hawthorne than I did. But he was delighted to have someone to talk to who had extensive
reading behind him, and we settled into cordial weekly chats about books, none of which related
to the tripos. (Pembroke was not a very literary college. Its typical undergraduate owned three
books—the Bible, Brideshead Revisited, and The Collected Stories of Somerset Maugham—
and had heard of a French writer named Marcel Prowst.) And I was reading compulsively,
usually until five or six in the morning—a month’s worth of such nights, for instance, carrying me
through the exhilarations of Gibbon.Reading, however, wasn’t enough to keep me busy. The
dominant undergraduate cultural activity in Cambridge was theater—there were two main
groups of actors, plus a fistful of splinter groups putting on plays all the time, as well as the
famous Cambridge Footlights, which presented sophisticated revues (in my time it spawned
Jonathan Miller). Late one night, sitting around my room with three or four other bored young
men and antsy with unused energy, it occurred to me that I too could direct a play. But what
play? And where? The college boasted a lovely early Wren chapel, and at two in the morning we
sneaked down into it, confirming my notion that it would be a perfect setting for T. S. Eliot’s
Murder in the Cathedral. Pembroke was totally out of the cultural swim, which may be why when
I approached the dean, who administered the chapel, he nervously gave permission. Since he
was an earnest Anglican minister with serious doubts about both Americans and married
undergraduates—he was far from married himself—this was a notable act of bravery on his
part.Posting notices in the two women’s colleges, Newnham and Girton, I held auditions for the
ten women I needed for the Chorus, and had the luck to find in Pembroke an extraordinarily
handsome young man to play Thomas Becket—his air of saintliness (genuine) must have been
inherited from his father, who was an Anglican missionary bishop in Africa. Over the protracted
Christmas recess in London I worked long hours with Muriel, breaking up the lines for the
Chorus so that every syllable had its own inflection and emphasis. Then, for a month, rehearsals
of three or four hours a day with the Chorus, until they were syllable-perfect (and exhausted).
The result was a tremendous success, the stars being the Thomas, the Chorus, and Christopher
Wren. The dean was ecstatic. Every performance was sold out. And, to our amazement,
Stephen Spender reviewed us in the Manchester Guardian, though how he knew about the



production I have no idea. The gist of his review was that it was the finest performance he’d ever
seen of Murder in the Cathedral. This was not only intoxicating in itself but a justification for the
dean in the stuffy world of Pembroke College.Since I wasn’t studying, I just kept directing plays.
There was still official censorship of the theater in England, and on the proscribed list was
Sartre’s No Exit, not because it involved prostitution and lesbianism but because it was
considered blasphemous. But such plays could be performed in private homes, or anywhere
else that didn’t charge for admission. Casting Muriel and two graduates of the cast of Murder in
the Cathedral, I put together a persuasive version, which we circulated among half a dozen
venues, including professors’ homes, and which became one of those chic events that small
communities thrive on. (One of the oddities for me after working so intensely on these two plays
is that I ended up with a far higher opinion of Eliot’s than I’d started with, and a far lower one of
Sartre’s.)As a result of having produced two such visible events, I was offered the direction of
both the leading theater groups for the following year when Peter Hall, the leading director of his
years at Cambridge, went down to London to triumph with the first British production of Waiting
for Godot. And so more Sartre, The House of Bernarda Alba, Heartbreak House, and The
Master Builder, all efficient and even worthwhile but none as strong or individual as Murder in
the Cathedral. It occurred to me that Eliot’s play was literary, which is why I understood how to
stage it, whereas I didn’t really know how to help actors in realistic plays. I also came to
understand that I didn’t want theater to be my life, just as this second exposure to a university
made it clear to me that I would dislike even more a life spent in the academic world.
Unfortunately, I had no alternative ideas of what to do with myself when I got home.On the
surface, our Cambridge life was stimulating and satisfying—we lived in a big, pleasant house;
baby Roger was a calm, undemanding presence; Muriel was acting and directing; and our
finances, although funds from our families had vanished, were holding up, since I had no
scruples about accepting money from Dick Howard to help us out. (His generosity and my ability
to take advantage of it were obviously made for each other.)But I wasn’t happy with myself or in
myself. My romance of Cambridge and England had faded in the face of the depressed realities
of the post-war world there; everything seemed bleak, the country’s energies depleted. I
suspect, though, that this take on things was to a large degree a symptom of a suppressed
depression of my own. The realities of being married, being a father, and being unanchored in a
place that I no longer saw through rose-colored glasses were sapping my buoyancy. Now,
suddenly, I felt a strong need to get back to America.Muriel was there already, having rushed
home with year-old Roger when her father suddenly died. (When Roger was born, we had
registered him as an American at the embassy, but he had no passport. The embassy would
grant him one overnight in this emergency, but there was no time to procure a standard passport
photo. Aha! A local photographer sold me a photo of some other baby. Even we couldn’t tell
which baby was which.) I was staying on to finish up my last production (“The show must go
on”), to close down our house, and—in a final burst of self-indulgence—to hitchhike to Italy with
a close friend, Jane Llewellyn, from the Murder in the Cathedral Chorus. (Later she would join us



in New York.) The most useful aspect of the trip was memorizing the first act of King Lear while
waiting for rides. The most ridiculous was attempting an homage to a writer I loved by visiting his
grave. Stopping a peasant on a road in the south of France, I blurted out something like “Où se
trouve le tombeau du grand écrivain anglais D. H. Lawrence?” No surprise that he seemed
stunned: I’m sure he couldn’t understand a word of my pathetic French, and in any case he
wasn’t likely to know anything about le grand écrivain, who had died twenty-five years earlier.
Later that day I found out in a local bookstore that whereas Lawrence had indeed died in Vence,
his wife, Frieda, had eventually transported his ashes to Taos, New Mexico, for interment.
Another romance shattered.In Rome I met up with my one close American friend from
Cambridge, Meg Greenfield. She was in Cambridge, having graduated from Smith, on a two-
year Fulbright, but she hated everything about it, from the weather to the regulations—she
simply ignored the injunction against undergraduates owning cars—to the spiders in her
landlady’s house. The final straw: She sent a favorite coat to the only good dry cleaner in town,
part of a national chain called Pullars of Perth, and when it came back a week later, it had been
tightly folded into a small square. Meg, who was not only rich but finicky, was out of there.After
some years in Rome, where apart from everything else the coffee was great, she arrived back
home, and I was able to point her to her first job—working for the 1956 Adlai Stevenson
campaign. As long as she lived in New York she was at our house for Christmas every year, at
which occasions we developed a “Meg & Bob” routine that predated Nichols and May but alas
was heard only by Muriel, little Roger, and a few close friends. (Is it possible that it wasn’t as
witty as we thought it was?)Meg was funny and caustic, and she grew increasingly political. Her
writing talents led her first to the Reporter magazine and then to her job of twenty years as the
director of the editorial page of The Washington Post and a columnist for Newsweek; in other
words, she became an ultimate Washington insider. Yet she remained a relentless bullshit
detector, sort of the Maureen Dowd or Gail Collins of her day. She also became Katharine
Graham’s closest friend and adviser—when she got cancer, Kay drove her every week from
Washington to Johns Hopkins in Baltimore for treatment—and when I was editing Kay’s
autobiography in the mid-1990s, she was an invaluable support, pulling no punches with Kay so
that I could afford to be more tactful. Meg’s death, in 1998, was devastating—she was the first
close friend of my age to die. When I spoke at her memorial service in Washington Cathedral, I
realized I must have been the oldest of her friends there—and the only observer of her Pullars of
Perth era. The “Meg & Bob” days were over.Meg’s joy at having scrubbed the second year of her
grant and at getting out of Cambridge only confirmed my sense that I had to get out too. The Italy
jaunt was my last possible excuse for not going home to America—and real life. I had come to
realize that even apart from shirking the responsibilities I had incurred, I had become someone I
didn’t like, arrogant and all too comfortable as a local celebrity. When I actually departed, in the
middle of a term, the Cambridge undergraduate newspaper ran a front-page story headlined
“Gottlieb Goes.” So Gottlieb went—or more accurately, slunk away. I was demoralized, angry,
ashamed of having let Muriel go home alone, not knowing what I wanted to be or do, and



pretending to myself that I wasn’t scared—scared, mostly, of work. I couldn’t know that, as would
be the case my entire life, it was work that would save me.WORKINGSimon and SchusterFOR
MORE THAN A YEAR, while Muriel waitressed, I sporadically looked for a job—answering the
few ads in the Times that seemed plausible, then some that looked less plausible. The one that
came through was for Macy’s, where I was hired as a temp to work in the huge greeting-cards
department on the ground floor—greeting cards in the fall meaning Christmas cards. Because I
was good with numbers (those days at the Dunham Day School were paying off), I was soon at
one of the two central cash registers, racking up sales so swiftly that the very nice if somewhat
flustered woman who was head of the department would come and stand behind me, muttering,
“Robert, you really don’t have to go so fast.” But I did have to go so fast. This was my first
experience of a working-class environment, and I enjoyed the work and liked my colleagues.
Maybe the regulars were used to the seasonal appearance of nerdy college grads; certainly,
they were friendly and helpful, most crucially when in an emergency I was plucked from my cash
register to help dip scented candles.My salary was forty-five dollars a week, but it was a salary,
and I was excited about it. With my first paycheck, and knowing that all employees had a
discount on anything in the store (fifteen percent, I think), I went to the book department and,
after a crisis of indecision, bought two Little Golden Books for two-year-old Roger—a book of
nursery rhymes, and what was to become one of the bestselling children’s books of all time, The
Poky Little Puppy. I think the total expense, including tax, was sixty-nine cents, which was
something of an assault on our budget, but I was inordinately proud of having ventured out of the
cave and brought home the essential bacon for my child. (Muriel was bringing home the rent
money from her waitressing tips.)Before I got back from Cambridge she had found a very
agreeable apartment on the top floor of a brownstone on St. Mark’s Place, when it was still
mostly Polish and Ukrainian, long before it became the East Village. There was us, W. H. Auden
across the street (not that I would have known him if I’d seen him), a strip club down the block
(which later became the Theatre 80 St. Marks), and a few Abstract Expressionist artists, among
them Joan Mitchell, who shared our top floor and was a great neighbor, finding tactful ways to
help feed us, snaking in an electric line when Con Ed did its worst, and when she moved out,
leaving us a superb “Joan Mitchell” as a parting gift. It looked exactly right in our place, which we
had furnished in the standard décor of young intellectual New Yorkers in the fifties—bamboo
blinds, Indian cotton bedspreads, bookcases made by stacking pine boards on bricks liberated
from the street, and of course the famous Noguchi lamp, with its crinkly white paper globe. Our
rent was ninety-six dollars a month, and we were usually on time with it—particularly after two,
then three, close friends from Cambridge joined us: We were a commune avant la lettre. I think
the subway still cost a dime, phone calls the same; the Times was a nickel. Cigarettes, which I’m
afraid we still smoked, were something like fifteen cents. Life was affordable.But hardly happy. I
was drifting. Somehow I met a sympathetic, rather vague woman named Evelyn Shrifte who ran
a small publishing house called the Vanguard Press. It had published early Dr. Seuss, early
Joyce Carol Oates, early Saul Bellow, and it was about to launch Auntie Mame, but it was hardly



flush. Evelyn took to me—or, rather, felt sorry for me—and she gave me occasional French
books to read and report on, at something like fifteen dollars a go. Then I translated a very bad
French-Canadian novel for her, its name, author, and content having fled from my memory. To
get away from the distractions of our toddler, I would take my French novel over to Dick Howard’s
apartment while he was out at his job working for a dictionary publisher. I’ve never hated any
work so much as I hated translating—not even dipping candles—whereas Dick went on to
become America’s leading translator from the French (as well as a superb critic, teacher, and
Pulitzer Prize–winning poet).WORKINGSimon and SchusterFOR MORE THAN A YEAR, while
Muriel waitressed, I sporadically looked for a job—answering the few ads in the Times that
seemed plausible, then some that looked less plausible. The one that came through was for
Macy’s, where I was hired as a temp to work in the huge greeting-cards department on the
ground floor—greeting cards in the fall meaning Christmas cards. Because I was good with
numbers (those days at the Dunham Day School were paying off), I was soon at one of the two
central cash registers, racking up sales so swiftly that the very nice if somewhat flustered woman
who was head of the department would come and stand behind me, muttering, “Robert, you
really don’t have to go so fast.” But I did have to go so fast. This was my first experience of a
working-class environment, and I enjoyed the work and liked my colleagues. Maybe the regulars
were used to the seasonal appearance of nerdy college grads; certainly, they were friendly and
helpful, most crucially when in an emergency I was plucked from my cash register to help dip
scented candles.My salary was forty-five dollars a week, but it was a salary, and I was excited
about it. With my first paycheck, and knowing that all employees had a discount on anything in
the store (fifteen percent, I think), I went to the book department and, after a crisis of indecision,
bought two Little Golden Books for two-year-old Roger—a book of nursery rhymes, and what
was to become one of the bestselling children’s books of all time, The Poky Little Puppy. I think
the total expense, including tax, was sixty-nine cents, which was something of an assault on our
budget, but I was inordinately proud of having ventured out of the cave and brought home the
essential bacon for my child. (Muriel was bringing home the rent money from her waitressing
tips.)Before I got back from Cambridge she had found a very agreeable apartment on the top
floor of a brownstone on St. Mark’s Place, when it was still mostly Polish and Ukrainian, long
before it became the East Village. There was us, W. H. Auden across the street (not that I would
have known him if I’d seen him), a strip club down the block (which later became the Theatre 80
St. Marks), and a few Abstract Expressionist artists, among them Joan Mitchell, who shared our
top floor and was a great neighbor, finding tactful ways to help feed us, snaking in an electric line
when Con Ed did its worst, and when she moved out, leaving us a superb “Joan Mitchell” as a
parting gift. It looked exactly right in our place, which we had furnished in the standard décor of
young intellectual New Yorkers in the fifties—bamboo blinds, Indian cotton bedspreads,
bookcases made by stacking pine boards on bricks liberated from the street, and of course the
famous Noguchi lamp, with its crinkly white paper globe. Our rent was ninety-six dollars a month,
and we were usually on time with it—particularly after two, then three, close friends from



Cambridge joined us: We were a commune avant la lettre. I think the subway still cost a dime,
phone calls the same; the Times was a nickel. Cigarettes, which I’m afraid we still smoked, were
something like fifteen cents. Life was affordable.But hardly happy. I was drifting. Somehow I met
a sympathetic, rather vague woman named Evelyn Shrifte who ran a small publishing house
called the Vanguard Press. It had published early Dr. Seuss, early Joyce Carol Oates, early Saul
Bellow, and it was about to launch Auntie Mame, but it was hardly flush. Evelyn took to me—or,
rather, felt sorry for me—and she gave me occasional French books to read and report on, at
something like fifteen dollars a go. Then I translated a very bad French-Canadian novel for her,
its name, author, and content having fled from my memory. To get away from the distractions of
our toddler, I would take my French novel over to Dick Howard’s apartment while he was out at
his job working for a dictionary publisher. I’ve never hated any work so much as I hated
translating—not even dipping candles—whereas Dick went on to become America’s leading
translator from the French (as well as a superb critic, teacher, and Pulitzer Prize–winning poet).
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Denny Hatch, “A nerdy New Yawk kid grows up to become the greatest editor in the history of
the world. By the time he was four, Bob Gottleib’s grandfather had taught him to read.
Whereupon he became a compulsive reader, spending his entire boyhood, adolescence and
college years skipping class and with his nose in hundreds of books. The regimen was broken
only by spending what little money he had sitting in the cheapest seats of Broadway plays and
musicals, agog at the playwrights and the magic created by the performers. After a series of
false starts, Bob found his niche—at Simon & Schuster and later Alfred A. Knopf—working with
authors to create best sellers. In over 60 years—punctuated by a stint as editor of The New
Yorker—he wound up knowing and being loved by everybody who was anybody in the worlds of
literature and entertainment on both sides of the Atlantic. Yet his life was devoted to his work. He
wrote:"I hated dinners out. Restaurants didn’t appeal to me. I didn’t go to movies or parties, play
sports or watch sports. I literally didn’t know how to turn on the TV." He would leave the office
and go home to work—sometimes pulling all-nighters in behalf of the people he loved and their
books. He took no vacations and long holiday weekends meant he could get more work done.
Gottlieb’s avalanche of best sellers—and the movies they spawned—represent hundreds of
millions of dollars pouring into the bank accounts of his publisher employers, Hollywood studios
and the bank accounts of his authors. If only he had had a piece of the action. . . Yet money was
never the driving force. When he and Bob Bernstein were negotiating his departure from Simon
& Schuster to run Knopf, he writes: "The usual key issue of recompense didn’t come up; I said at
once that I didn’t want to be paid more money than I was then making (I think it was forty
thousand dollars a year, a lot in those days); this was a life decision, not a financial one, and I
didn’t want to confuse the two things.” Gottlieb's intimate recollections and portraits of the
twentieth century’s leading lights are riveting—seemingly hundreds of them including Joseph
Heller, Gloria Vanderbilt, Katherine Hepburn, Bob Dylan, Katherine Graham, Lauren Bacall,
Doris Lessing, Robert Caro, Nora Ephron and Bill Clinton to name a small fraction. Gottlieb was
modest about his work. When Catch-22 lighted up the literary sky, Joseph Heller kept heaping
praise on his editor. "Joe was so eager to give me credit that I had to call him one morning, after
reading an interview he had give given to the Times, to tell him to cut it out. I felt then and still do,
that readers shouldn’t be made aware of editorial interventions; they have a right to feel what
they’re reading comes direct from the author to them." Yet Gottlieb could be tough with his
authors. He showed Lauren Bacall a proof of the jacket of her autobiography with a picture of her
with Humphrey Bogart on the back. Gottlieb writes: "Absolutely not, she exploded; this was her
book, not his. That really pushed my buttons. 'Listen, Bacall,' I said, 'people want to know about
you and him, and you’ve written hundreds of pages about him. It’s my job to sell your book, he’s
the major selling point, and he’s going on the back cover.' " “'Fine,” she said." Gottlieb was
fearless—even with a former President of the United States. About his first meeting with Bill
Clinton, he wrote: "Then eager to show me that he was looking forward to our collaboration, he



said something like 'We’re going to have a good time. Ask anyone here. You’ll find that I’m very
easy to work for.' That, for me was the moment of truth. 'Actually,' I said, 'I have to point out that
in this instance I’m not working for you, you’re working for me.' It was cheeky, and it was
deliberate. If he didn’t understand that in an editorial relationship there has to be an equality, or
at least a balance, or it was going to fail. Editors can’t do their work properly if they’re hired
hands." BTW, do not be put off by the title Avid Reader. Normally reading is hard work and
books about writers and writing are usually sure cures for insomnia. Not Gottlieb. His insight into
the editing process and how to work with authors is invaluable. His prose is breezy, deliciously
gossipy and frequently self-derprecating. And he drops cascades wonderful bon mots: He
describsd Mrs. Alfred Knopf as "a tiny woman who looked as if she had gone straight from
Dachau to Elizabeth Arden. No wonder everyone was scared of her." And… "People were
rushing around on the kind of sugar high that only great junk food can trigger." But what was
truly fascinating is that Gottlieb stuck with what he knew well even though his employers tried to
steer him in other directions. When Si Newhouse broached the idea of his replacing Bob
Bernstein, Gottlieb wrote: "Three times in five years Si asked me to replace Bob Bernstein as
president of Random House, and I said no three times, each time more emphatically and
ungraciously. First of all I would have never done that to Bob, who had been extraordinarily good
to me through the years… I kept telling Si this would be yet another extreme example of the
Peter Principle at work. Why take me—whose talents lay in editing, publishing, and presiding
over a small harmonious group of people—and give me a job isolated from the real workers and
the real work, making decisions about such matters as how much more warehouse space was
needed in Maryland? Besides, although I didn’t say this, what was in it for me? I made enough
money, I had enough responsibility, my reputation in the business was secure, and I had heard
enough from Bob over the years to know just how knotty and daunting were the problems he
faced—and I would have to face." The message to the money-driven Mad men and millennials
of today is “Become the best in the world at what you do and shoemaker, stick to thy last.” And
Bob Gottlieb’s legacy is one that will last… and last… and last. What a magnificent life!Denny
Hatchdennyhatch@yahoo.com”

Lyric, “The man who consumes and is consumed by the written word. Robert Gottlieb has had a
very interesting life and career that really was several careers -- book editor, publisher, magazine
editor, friend of Lincoln Kirsten as he and Balanchine were forming the NYC Ballet, then working
with Edward Villella at the Miami Ballet, and always editing his writers at Knopf through all of it.
It's a manic pace in what appears to have been and still is a manic life -- but manic in a good
way. When Gottlieb says he is "voracious" in regard to books and that he loved his career and
the work -- there isn't an instant in which I doubted the sincerity of those statements. Gottlieb is
an excellent writer -- no surprise -- and he knows how to pace and tell an interesting life story.
Enough detail about everything -- his parents, his colleagues, his work, the writers he edited, his
wives and kids but not so much that you say "enough." He handled the story of his work life



exceptionally in that he tells enough about the business of editing and publishing without making
it a drag on the story, he speaks of his writers and chooses well the stories that he relates about
them and their personalities and their books. He's a collector and he gives a glimpse into his
travels with friends -- men or women -- who share his passions and go with him in search of
whatever he and they are collecting. This is not a man who likes to be idle. He worked on
weekends and was happy to do it and at no point does anything ever seem to interfere with his
need "to do" and to do it well. As he stated, if he was going to work on something, he had to
read everything about it so that he'd be totally prepared to deal with the subject.It's a book with a
central focus -- himself. Too often in an autobiography/memoir the person doing the writing
spends too much time talking about their family -- Gottlieb doesn't do that. We know his wife is
an actor, we know he has a son and daughter, we don't get details about their schooling or how
his travel and all-consuming career affected them because, frankly, it's not their story.One of the
things that I found quite funny in the book is a comment he made about Katharine Hepburn.
He'd edited Hepburn's first book about her travel to Africa with Humphrey Bogart and Lauren
Bacall to make the film "The African Queen." By the time, Hepburn wrote her memoir titled "Me"
-- Gottlieb had moved on to being editor of The New Yorker and because he was close friends
with Irene Selznick who had been friends with Hepburn for 50 years and then suddenly decided
she no longer liked Hepburn, his own view of Hepburn was influenced by Irene's rather nasty
words. Thus when Hepburn's book "Me" was published, Gottlieb made the comment that the
title was perfect for the book because Hepburn was totally absorbed by herself (not a surprising
trait in any actor, in my opinion). The funny part of this is that Gottlieb himself could have titled
his own book "Me" because it's obvious that he was always totally absorbed by himself. Nothing
wrong with that quality as long as it doesn't hurt other people but it was ironic that Gottlieb
seemed to miss the fact that the reader would come away thinking the same about him.Avid
Reader is very well written and highly entertaining.”

Kaipānui, “Stunning. An acclaimed editor "spills the beans". An insightful treatise on the process
of editing great fiction. Well written and very worthwhile reading.”
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